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ABSTRACT

Deep Reinforcement Learning based Wireless Resource Management

Yasar Sinan Nasir

Next generation cellular networks are expected to support a massive data traffic vol-

ume and satisfy a vast number of users that have latency-critical quality-of-service expec-

tations. Towards serving this demand, it is envisaged that the interference management

problem will be the main bottleneck due to the likeliness of a heavily interfering wire-

less environment caused by much denser deployment of base stations and mobiles. Due

to inherently scarce shared frequency-band resources over time-varying traffic and multi-

channel conditions, a scalable and practical fast-timescale resource management is an

absolute necessity towards next generation cellular networks. The conventional optimiza-

tion based resource management schemes are either practically infeasible, computation-

ally challenging, or intractable due to relying on model-driven techniques. Therefore, in

the past few years, there has been extensive research on model-free reinforcement learn-

ing based resource management. Reinforcement learning is purely data-driven, and its

multi-agent adaptation is promising for scalability on larger networks where agents col-

laboratively work together towards a shared objective.
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We initially show the potential of deep reinforcement learning for transmit power con-

trol in wireless networks. Existing power control techniques typically find near-optimal

power allocations by solving a challenging optimization problem. Most of these algorithms

are not scalable to large networks in real-world scenarios because of their computational

complexity and instantaneous cross-cell channel state information (CSI) requirement. The

proposed method is a distributively executed dynamic power allocation scheme that max-

imizes a weighted sum-rate objective, which can be particularized to achieve maximum

sum-rate or proportionally fair scheduling. Each transmitter collects delayed channel mea-

surements of a time-varying channel from its neighbors and adapts its own transmit power

accordingly. Both random variations and delays in the CSI are inherently addressed using

deep Q-learning. For a typical network architecture with single subband and full-buffer

traffic, the proposed algorithm is shown to achieve near-optimal power allocation in real

time based on delayed CSI measurements available to the agents. The proposed scheme

is especially suitable for practical scenarios where the system model is inaccurate and CSI

delay is non-negligible.

Next, we integrate the proposed power control algorithm to the case of mobile devices

for which the channel conditions change not only due to fast fading but also due to the

device movements. We further include the continuous power control by replacing deep

Q-learning, which applies only to discrete action spaces and requires transmit power to

be quantized, with deep deterministic policy gradient algorithm which is an actor-critic

learning method that applies to the continuous action spaces as well. Additionally, for

the case of multiple-frequency bands, we propose a novel approach for the joint subband

selection and power allocation problem that consists of two layers, where the bottom
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layer is responsible for continuous power allocation at the physical layer by using deep

deterministic policy gradient algorithm, and the top layer does discrete subband selection

with deep Q-learning.

Finally, we propose a multi-agent deep reinforcement learning based resource manage-

ment scheme that can instantaneously respond to the changes in both traffic and channel

dynamics. With the help of a novel reward function design, each learning agent appro-

priately adapts its resources within each time slot to stabilize its own and its neighbors’

queue lengths, and agents collaboratively maximize the long-term quality of service over

their local environment by minimizing the average packet delay. The local state consists

of user priorities and channel measurements. User priorities connect physical layer re-

source management with the network layer. User priorities can represent link weights

of a proportionally fair scheme, queue lengths, or anything else specified by the network

layer according to the type of user service and quality of service requirements. We also

consider several practicality constraints on channel measurements, so we build the local

state set with aggregated interference instead of individual channel gain measurements.

Using simulations, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach compared

to an optimization based resource allocation scheme which follows proportional fairness

but lacks instantaneous interaction with queue states.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Future wireless networks will be characterized by an immense level of complexity,

so the traditional wireless resource management approaches will no longer be sufficient.

Therefore, the future wireless networks will have to rely on recent advances in Artificial

Intelligence.

The wireless resource management involves many optimization tasks in physical layer,

link layer, and network layer to maximize an overall long-term utility. In this thesis, we

start from the basic, and first consider the power control problem at the physical layer.

We next extend the initial work to a joint spectrum and power allocation problem. Fi-

nally, we include varying traffic conditions in addition to varying channel conditions, and

we solve the fundamental radio resource management problem using reinforcement learn-

ing. After describing how well reinforcement learning fits the fundamental radio resource

management problem and showing the effectiveness of a multi-agent reinforcement learn-

ing framework for joint spectrum and power allocation under varying traffic and channel

conditions, we believe that this work can be extended to additional wireless resource man-

agement tasks that involve user association and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)

beamforming.

In this introduction, we next describe the main motivation of this thesis and describe

the work done and the main contributions in Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.
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1.1. Chapter 2: Deep Learning for Dynamic Power Allocation

In emerging and future wireless networks, inter-cell interference management is one of

the key technological challenges as access point (AP) deployment become denser to meet

ever-increasing demand. A transmitter may increase its transmit power to improve its

own data rate, but at the same time it may degrade links it interferes with. Transmit

power control has been implemented since the first generation cellular networks [1]. Our

goal in Chapter 2 is to maximize an arbitrary weighted sum-rate objective, which achieves

maximum sum-rate or proportionally fair scheduling as special cases. The NP-hardness

of this problem is proven in [2]. A number of centralized and distributed optimization

techniques have been used to develop algorithms for reaching a suboptimal power allo-

cation [1, 3–8]. We select two state-of-the-art algorithms as benchmarks. These are the

weighted minimum mean square error (WMMSE) algorithm [3] and an iterative algorithm

based on fractional programming (FP) [4]. In their generic form, both algorithms require

full up-to-date cross-cell channel state information (CSI).

The work in Chapter 2 is the first to apply deep reinforcement learning to power

control [9]. Sun et al. [10] proposed a centralized supervised learning approach to train

a fast deep neural network (DNN) that achieves 90% or higher of the sum-rate achieved

by the WMMSE algorithm. However, this approach still requires full CSI. Another issue

is that training DNN depends on a massive dataset of the WMMSE algorithm’s output,

which takes a significant amount of time to produce due to WMMSE’s computational

complexity. As the network gets larger, the total number of DNN’s input and output ports

also increases, which raises questions on the scalability of the centralized solution of [10].

Furthermore, the success of supervised learning is highly dependent on the accuracy of
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the system model underlying the computed training data, which requires new training

data every time the system model or key parameters change.

Following [10]. researchers proposed various machine learning based schemes for trans-

mit power control. For example, spatial deep learning approach in [11] replaces CSI mea-

surements with geographical locations by using convolutional neural networks to extract

deep representations of the channel condition from the network topology. Liang et al. [12]

proposed an unsupervised learning technique to remove the supervised learning based so-

lution’s dataset requirement that runs millions of WMMSE executions on random network

deployments. Further, they have shown that an unsupervised learning based strategy can

outperform WMMSE sum-rate performance which would be not possible for supervised

learning based approach since its training is limited to WMMSE labels. As an another

example, Eisen and Ribeiro [13] introduced random edge graph neural networks to re-

duce the neural network complexity in terms of number of parameters and proposed a

novel unsupervised model-free primal-dual learning algorithm to train the proposed graph

neural network scheme.

Data-driven methods are promising in a realistic wireless context where varying chan-

nel conditions impose serious challenges such as imperfect or delayed CSI. Reference [10]

uses a deep neural network to mimic an optimization algorithm that is trained by a

dataset composed of many optimization runs. The main motivation in [10] is to reduce

the computational complexity while maintaining a comparable sum-rate performance with

WMMSE. However, the training dataset relies on model-based optimization algorithms.

In Chapter 2, we consider a purely data-driven approach called model-free deep reinforce-

ment learning.
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In Chapter 2, we design a distributively executed algorithm to be employed by all

transmitters to compute their power allocations in real time. A dynamic power alloca-

tion problem with time-varying channels for a different system model and network setup

was studied in [14], where the delay performance of the classical dynamic backpressure

algorithm was improved by exploiting the stochastic Lyapunov optimization framework.

The main contributions and some advantages of the proposed scheme in Chapter 2 are

summarized as follows:

(1) The proposed distributively executed algorithm is based on deep Q-learning [15],

which is model-free and robust to unpredictable changes in the wireless environ-

ment.

(2) The complexity of the distributively executed algorithm does not depend on the

network size. In particular, the proposed algorithm is computationally scalable

to networks that cover arbitrarily large geographical areas if the number of links

per unit area remains upper bounded by the same constant everywhere.

(3) The proposed algorithm learns a policy that guides all links to adjust their power

levels under important practical constraints such as delayed information exchange

and incomplete cross-link CSI.

(4) There is no need to run an existing near-optimal algorithm to produce training

data. We use a centralized network trainer approach that gathers local obser-

vations from all network agents. This approach is computationally efficient and

robust. In fact, a pretrained neural network can also achieve comparable perfor-

mance as that of the centralized optimization based algorithms.
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(5) Using simulations, we compare the reinforcement learning outcomes with state-of-

the-art optimization-based algorithms, and also demonstrate the scalability and

robustness of the proposed algorithm. In the simulation, we model the channel

variations inconsequential to the learning algorithm using the Jakes fading model

[16]. In certain scenarios the proposed distributed algorithm even outperforms

the centralized iterative algorithms introduced in [3, 4]. We also address some

important practical constraints that are not included in [3,4].

Deep reinforcement learning framework has been used in some other wireless communi-

cations problems [17–20]. Classical Q-learning techniques have been applied to the power

allocation problem in [21–25]. The goal in [21,22] is to reduce the interference in LTE-

Femtocells. Unlike the deep Q-learning algorithm, the classical algorithm builds a lookup

table to represent the value of state-action pairs, so [21] and [22] represent the wireless

environment using a discrete state set and limit the number of learning agents. Amiri et

al. [23] have used cooperative Q-learning based power control to increase the QoS of users

in femtocells without considering the channel variations. The deep Q-learning based power

allocation to maximize the network objective has also been considered in [24,25]. Similar

to the proposed approach, the work in [24,25] is also based on a distributed framework

with a centralized training assumption, but the benchmark to evaluate the performance of

their algorithm was a fixed power allocation scheme instead of state-of-the-art algorithms.

In Chapter 2, the proposed approach to the state of wireless environment and the reward

function is also novel and unique. Specifically, the proposed approach addresses the sto-

chastic nature of wireless environment as well as incomplete/delayed CSI, and arrives at

highly competitive strategies quickly.
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1.2. Chapter 3: Proposed Deep Reinforcement Learning Scheme Extended

to Continuous Action Spaces and Mobile Devices

In Chapter 3, we replace deep Q-learning with an actor-critic method called deep

deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) [26] algorithm that applies to continuous action

spaces. Since Q-learning applies only to discrete action spaces, transmit power had to be

quantized in Chapter 2. As a result, the quantizer design and the number of levels, i.e.,

number of possible actions, have an impact on the performance. For example, an extension

of our work in Chapter 2 shows that quantizing the action space with a logarithmic step

size gives better outcomes than that of a linear step size [27]. A distributively executed

DDPG scheme has been applied to power control for fixed channel and perfect CSI [27].

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study actor-critic based dynamic power

control that involves mobility of cellular devices. Our initial work in Chapter 2 assumed

immobile devices where the large-scale fading component was the steady state of the

channel. We adapt our previous approach to make it applicable to our new system model

that involves mobility where channel conditions vary due to both small and large scale

fading. In order to ensure the practicality, we assume delayed and incomplete CSI, and

using simulations, we compare the sum-rate outcome with WMMSE and FP that have

full perfect CSI.

1.3. Chapter 4 A Two-layer Deep Reinforcement Learning Framework for

Joint Spectrum and Power Allocation

Next, in Chapter 4, we extend the reinforcement learning framework to the joint

spectrum and channel allocation problem.
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In today’s cellular networks, the spectrum is divided into many subbands. Each

cellular device suffers from the co-channel interference caused by nearby access points

which use the same subbands. The interference can be particularly severe with dense and

irregularly placed access points. Joint subband selection and transmit power control is a

crucial tool for interference mitigation.

For the single band scenario, state-of-the-art optimization methods such as FP [4]

have been applied to the power control problem to reach a near-optimal allocation. We

assume that the number of subbands is much less than the number of cellular devices and

that each link can occupy at most one subband at a time. Therefore, the joint subband

selection and power allocation problem involves mixed integer programming [28].

Conventional optimization-based schemes such as fractional programming are model-

driven and require a mathematically tractable and sufficiently accurate model [29]. Fur-

thermore, such a scheme is in general centralized and requires instantaneous global chan-

nel state information (CSI). A centralized solution’s computational complexity does not

scale well for a large number of cellular devices. Therefore, its implementation is quite

challenging in a practical scenario where network and channel conditions vary.

Recently, there has been extensive research on reinforcement learning based trans-

mit power control which is purely data-driven [29]. For the single band scenario, deep

Q-learning has been considered on a “centralized training and distributed execution”

framework in [9, 24, 30]. Since deep Q-learning applies only to discrete power control,

the continuous transmit power domain had to be quantized in [9, 24, 30] which may in-

troduce a quantization error as discussed in [31, 32]. Reference [31] first showed the

performance in [9] can be improved by quantizing the transmit power using logarithmic
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step size instead of linear step size, and propose replacing deep Q-learning algorithm by

an actor-critic learning algorithm called deep deterministic policy gradient that applies

to continuous power control.

For the multiple band scenario, Tan et al. [28] have proposed to train a single deep

Q-network that jointly handles both subband selection and transmit power control. One

major drawback of this approach is that the action space is the Cartesian product of

available subbands and quantized transmit power levels. Therefore, the deep Q-network

output layer size and the number of state action pairs to be visited for convergence during

training do not scale well with increasing number of subbands. Moreover, the joint deep

Q-learning approach is not directly applicable to a problem that includes both discrete and

continuous variables. To overcome these challenges, we propose a novel approach that con-

sists of two layers, where the bottom layer is responsible for continuous power allocation

with deep deterministic policy gradient, and the top layer schedules discrete subbands by

adapting deep Q-learning. Using simulations, we evaluate the proposed learning scheme

by comparing it with the joint deep Q-learning approach and the fractional programming

algorithm in terms of convergence rate and sum-rate performance.

1.4. Chapter 5: Deep Reinforcement Learning for the Fundamental Problem

of Radio Resource Management

Finally, in Chapter 5, we propose a multi-agent deep reinforcement learning based

resource management scheme that can respond to the changes in both traffic and channel

dynamics instantaneously. In previous chapters, we assume full-buffer traffic, but we

introduce a queue model in Chapter 5 and maximize users’ long-term utility by minimizing
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the average packet delay. We formulate the fundamental problem for radio resource

management. The fundamental problem resembles a Markov decision process, so the

model-free reinforcement learning turns out to be the optimum tool to find optimal control

policies that matches the traffic and channel conditions with resource allocations.

As a base station increases the transmit power and subband allocation of a corre-

sponding link with heavy traffic accumulation at its queue, a quite full queue and intends

to send more information at a given time to link’s receiver with the goal of reducing the

accumulation of packets at its queue to maintain QoS requirements, the broadcast nature

of the wireless medium will cause an inadvertent interference to other nearby receivers and

this may reduce the overall system performance [12]. Hence, there is a ubiquitous need

for an intelligent resource management scheme that accordingly controls and manages the

transmit power and subband allocation to enhance the overall system performance.

The conventional methods and the reinforcement learning based methods that will be

introduced in previous chapters are limited to the generic weighted sum-rate maximization

problem which can be particularized to achieve maximum sum-rate or proportionally

fair scheduling as shown in previous chapters. As a result, the change in the objective

function requires a new formulation and analysis from scratch which is not efficient and

not flexible in terms of addressing the changes in network QoS and fairness requirements.

In this chapter, our main goal is to describe the fundamental radio resource management

problem and show a reinforcement learning based resource management scheme that can

effectively solve this problem regardless of the choice of network objective.

Note that without the full-buffer assumption and for an allocation period on order

of seconds, there has been a recent optimization-based study that enables centralized
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resource management that iteratively finds a near-optimal resource allocation scheme for

a broad selection of utility functions [33]. The proposed centralized algorithm in [33]

is scalable to large-scale wireless networks with an assumption on the timescale of an

allocation period at the order of seconds. In this chapter, one of our goals is to design

a traffic-driven radio resource management scheme on a much faster timescale, i.e. one

time slot, which is typically a few-ten milliseconds.

The main contributions and some benefits of the proposed scheme in Chapter 5 are

summarized as follows:

(1) We define the fundamental problem of radio resource management and introduce

a novel approach that solves this problem effectively regardless of the choice of

network objective.

(2) We introduce user priorities that connect physical layer resource management

with network layer. Depending on the network objective, the user priorities are

changed accordingly. For example, user priorities can be set to equal for all links

for sum-rate maximization or they can be updated at the beginning of each time-

slot to achieve proportional fairness across all users. Additionally, these user

priorities can represent traffic conditions, i.e., queue lengths and traffic arrival

characteristics, for the traffic-driven approach.

(3) In previous chapters, we have studied a weighted sum-rate maximization problem

with full-buffer traffic. In this chapter, we introduce a traffic and queue model

which makes the underlying Markov decision process in the resource management

problem more intuitive. As a result, deep reinforcement learning scheme can now
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make a better sense of the discount factor to maximize a long-term objective to

stabilize queues and minimize average packet delay.

(4) In this chapter, we even further limit the earlier assumptions on CSI measure-

ments and use aggregated interference power measurements instead of individual

interfering channel gains. This framework can work with aggregate interference

measurements in lieu of individual cross-channel gains. This improves the prac-

ticality of the solution in contrast to Chapter 2.

(5) The proposed approach has a decentralized execution framework and its com-

plexity does not depend on the wireless network size. Therefore, it is feasible to

run the proposed approach on a few-ten millisecond timescale.

After Chapter 5, we conclude in Chapter 6 and discuss several ideas on how the overall

work in this thesis can be extended.
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CHAPTER 2

Deep Learning for Dynamic Power Allocation

2.1. Introduction

The work in this chapter demonstrates the potential of deep reinforcement learning

techniques for transmit power control in wireless networks. Existing techniques typically

find near-optimal power allocations by solving a challenging optimization problem. Most

of these algorithms are not scalable to large networks in real-world scenarios because of

their computational complexity and instantaneous cross-cell channel state information

(CSI) requirement. In this chapter, a distributively executed dynamic power allocation

scheme is developed based on model-free deep reinforcement learning. Each transmitter

collects CSI and quality of service (QoS) information from several neighbors and adapts

its own transmit power accordingly. The objective is to maximize a weighted sum-rate

utility function, which can be particularized to achieve maximum sum-rate or propor-

tionally fair scheduling. Both random variations and delays in the CSI are inherently

addressed using deep Q-learning. For a typical network architecture, the proposed algo-

rithm is shown to achieve near-optimal power allocation in real time based on delayed

CSI measurements available to the agents. The work in this chapter indicates that deep

reinforcement learning based radio resource management can deliver highly competitive

performance in a timely manner. The proposed scheme is especially suitable for practical

scenarios where the system model is inaccurate and CSI delay is non-negligible.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We give the system model in

Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we formulate the dynamic power allocation problem and give

our practical constraints on the local information. In Section 2.4, we give an overview of

deep Q-learning. We continue with an overview of multi-agent reinforcement learning in

Section 2.5. In Section 2.6, we describe the proposed algorithm. Simulation results are

given in Section 2.7. We finally conclude this chapter in Section 2.8.

2.2. System Model

We first consider the classical power allocation problem in a network of n links. We

assume that all transmitters and receivers are equipped with a single antenna. The model

is often used to describe a mobile ad hoc network (MANET) [6]. The model has also

been used to describe a simple cellular network with n APs, where each AP serves a

single user device [4,5]. Let N = {1, . . . , n} denote the set of link indexes. We consider a

fully synchronized time slotted system with slot duration T . For simplicity, we consider

a single frequency band with flat fading. We adopt a block fading model to denote the

downlink channel gain from transmitter i to receiver j in time slot t as

g
(t)
i→j =

∣∣∣h(t)i→j∣∣∣2 αi→j, t = 1, 2, . . . .(2.1)

Here, αi→j ≥ 0 represents the large-scale fading component including path loss and log-

normal shadowing, which remains the same over many time slots. Following Jakes fading

model [16], we express the small-scale Rayleigh fading component as a first-order complex
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Gauss-Markov process:

h
(t)
i→j = ρh

(t−1)
i→j +

√
1− ρ2e(t)i→j(2.2)

where h
(0)
i→j and the channel innovation process e

(1)
i→j, e

(2)
i→j, . . . are independent and identi-

cally distributed circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) random variables with

unit variance. The correlation ρ = J0(2πfdT ), where J0(.) is the zeroth-order Bessel

function of the first kind and fd is the maximum Doppler frequency.

The received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of link i in time slot t is a

function of the allocation p = [p1, . . . , pn]ᵀ:

γ
(t)
i (p) =

g
(t)
i→ipi∑

j 6=i g
(t)
j→ipj + σ2

(2.3)

where σ2 is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power spectral density (PSD).

We assume the same noise PSD in all receivers without loss of generality. The downlink

spectral efficiency of link i at time t can be expressed as:

C
(t)
i (p) = log

(
1 + γ

(t)
i (p)

)
.(2.4)

The transmit power of transmitter i in time slot t is denoted as p
(t)
i . We denote the

power allocation of the network in time slot t as p(t) =
[
p
(t)
1 , . . . , p

(t)
n

]ᵀ
.
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2.3. Dynamic Power Control

We are interested in maximizing a generic weighted sum-rate objective function.

Specifically, the dynamic power allocation problem in slot t is formulated as

maximize
p

n∑
i=1

w
(t)
i · C

(t)
i (p)

subject to 0 ≤ pi ≤ Pmax, i = 1, . . . , n ,

(2.5)

where w
(t)
i is the given nonnegative weight of link i in time slot t, and Pmax is the max-

imum PSD a transmitter can emit. Hence, the dynamic power allocator has to solve an

independent problem in the form of (2.5) at the beginning of every time slot. In time slot

t, the optimal power allocation solution is denoted as p(t). Problem (2.5) is in general

non-convex and has been shown to be NP-hard [2].

We consider two special cases. In the first case, the objective is to maximize the

sum-rate by letting w
(t)
i = 1 for all i and t. In the second case, the weights vary in a

controlled manner to ensure proportional fairness [8,34]. Specifically, at the end of time

slot t, receiver i computes its weighted average spectral efficiency as

C̄
(t)
i = β · C(t)

i

(
p(t)
)

+ (1− β)C̄
(t−1)
i

(2.6)

where β ∈ (0, 1] is used to control the impact of history. User i updates its link weight as:

w
(t+1)
i =

(
C̄

(t)
i

)−1
.(2.7)
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This power allocation algorithm maximizes the sum of log-average spectral efficiency [34],

i.e.,

∑
i∈N

log C̄
(t)
i ,(2.8)

where a user’s long-term average throughput is proportional to its long-term channel

quality in some sense.

We use two popular (suboptimal) power allocation algorithms as benchmarks. These

are the WMMSE algorithm [3] and the FP algorithm [4]. Both are centralized and

iterative in their original form. The closed-form FP algorithm used in this chapter is

formulated in [4, Algorithm 3]. Similarly, a detailed explanation and pseudo code of the

WMMSE algorithm is given in [10, Algorithm 1]. The WMMSE and FP algorithms are

both centralized and require full cross-link CSI. The centralized mechanism is suitable for

a stationary environment with slowly varying weights and no fast fading. For a network

with non-stationary environment, it is infeasible to instantaneously collect all CSI over a

large network.

It is fair to assume that the feedback delay Tfb from a receiver to its corresponding

transmitter is much smaller than the slot duration T , so the prediction error due to

the feedback delay is neglected. Therefore, once receiver i completes a direct channel

measurement, we assume that it is also available at the transmitter i.

For the centralized approach, once a link acquires the CSI of its direct channel and all

other interfering channels to its receiver, passing this information to a central controller

is another burden. This is typically resolved using a backhaul network between the APs

and the central controller. The CSI of cross links is usually delayed or even outdated.
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Furthermore, the central controller can only return the optimal power allocation as the

iterative algorithm converges, which is another limitation on the scalability.

Our goal is to design a scalable algorithm, so we limit the information exchange to

between nearby transmitters. We define two neighborhood sets for every i ∈ N : Let the

set of transmitters whose SNR at receiver i was above a certain threshold η during the

past time slot t− 1 be denoted as

I
(t)
i =

{
j ∈ N, j 6= i

∣∣∣g(t−1)j→i p
(t−1)
j > ησ2

}
.(2.9)

Let the set of receiver indexes whose SNR from transmitter i was above a threshold in

slot t− 1 be denoted as

O
(t)
i =

{
k ∈ N, k 6= i

∣∣∣g(t−1)i→j p
(t−1)
i > ησ2

}
.(2.10)

From link i’s viewpoint, I
(t)
i represents the set of “interferers”, whereas O

(t)
i represents

the set of the “interfered” neighbors.

We next discuss the local information a transmitter possesses at the beginning of

time slot t. First, we assume that transmitter i learns via receiver feedback the di-

rect downlink channel gain, g
(t)
i→i. Further, transmitter i also learns the current total

received interference-plus-noise power at receiver i before the global power update, i.e.,∑
j∈N,j 6=i g

(t)
j→ip

(t−1)
j + σ2 (as a result of the new gains and the yet-to-be-updated powers).

In addition, by the beginning of slot t, receiver i has informed transmitter i of the re-

ceived power from every interferer j ∈ I(t)i , i.e., g
(t)
j→ip

(t−1)
j . These measurements can only

be available at transmitter i just before the beginning of slot t. Hence, in the previous slot

t− 1, receiver i also informs transmitter i of the outdated versions of these measurements
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(t−1)
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(t)
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Figure 2.1. The information exchange between transmitter i and its neigh-

bors in time slot t − 1. Note that transmitter i obtains g
(t)
j→ip

(t−1)
j by the

end of slot t− 1, but it is not able to deliver this information to interferer j
before the beginning of slot t due to additional delays through the backhaul
network.

to be used in the information exchange process performed in slot t−1 between transmitter

i and its interferers. To clarify, as shown in Fig. 2.1, transmitter i has sent the following

outdated information to interferer j ∈ I(t)i in return for w
(t−1)
j and C

(t−1)
j :

• the weight of link i, w
(t−1)
i ,

• the spectral efficiency of link i computed from (2.4), C
(t−1)
i ,

• the direct gain, g
(t−1)
i→i ,

• the received interference power from transmitter j, g
(t−1)
j→i p

(t−1)
j ,

• the total interference-plus-noise power at receiver i, i.e.,
∑

l∈N,l 6=i g
(t−1)
l→i p

(t−1)
l +σ2.
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As assumed earlier, these measurements are accurate, where the uncertainty about the

current CSI is entirely due to the latency of information exchange (one slot). By the same

token, from every interfered k ∈ O(t)
i , transmitter i also obtains k’s items listed above.

2.4. Overview of Deep Q-Learning

A reinforcement learning agent learns its best policy from observing the rewards of

trial-and-error interactions with its environment over time [35, 36]. Let S denote a set

of possible states and A denote a discrete set of actions. The state s ∈ S is a tuple of

environment’s features that are relevant to the problem at hand and it describes agent’s

relation with its environment [24]. Assuming discrete time steps, the agent observes the

state of its environment, s(t) ∈ S at time step t. It then takes an action a(t) ∈ A according

to a certain policy π. The policy π(s, a) is the probability of taking action a conditioned

on the current state being s. The policy function must satisfy
∑

a∈A π(s, a) = 1. Once the

agent takes an action a(t), its environment moves from the current state s(t) to the next

state s(t+1). As a result of this transition, the agent gets a reward r(t+1) that characterizes

its benefit from taking action a(t) at state s(t). This scheme forms an experience at time

t + 1, hereby defined as e(t+1) =
(
s(t), a(t), r(t+1), s(t+1)

)
, which describes an interaction

with the environment [15].

The well-known Q-learning algorithm aims to compute an optimal policy π that max-

imizes a certain expected reward without knowledge of the function form of the reward

and the state transitions. Here we let the reward be the future cumulative discounted
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reward at time t:

R(t) =
∞∑
τ=0

γτr(t+τ+1)(2.11)

where γ ∈ (0, 1] is the discount factor for future rewards. In the stationary setting, we

define a Q-function associated with a certain policy π as the expected reward once action

a is taken under state s [37], i.e.,

Qπ(s, a) = Eπ
[
R(t)

∣∣s(t) = s, a(t) = a
]
.(2.12)

As an action value function, the Q-function satisfies a Bellman equation [38]:

Qπ(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′∈S

Pass′

(∑
a′∈A

π(s′, a′)Qπ (s′, a′)

)
(2.13)

where R(s, a) = E
[
r(t+1)

∣∣s(t) = s, a(t) = a
]

is the expected reward of taking action a at

state s, and Pass′ = Pr
(
s(t+1) = s′

∣∣s(t) = s, a(t) = a
)

is the transition probability from given

state s to state s′ with action a. From the fixed-point equation (2.13), the value of (s, a)

can be recovered from all values of (s′, a′) ∈ S×A. It has been proved that some iterative

approaches such as Q-learning algorithm efficiently converges to the action value function

(2.12) [37]. Clearly, it suffices to let π∗(s, a) be equal to 1 for the most favorable action.

From (2.13), the optimal Q-function associated with the optimal policy is then expressed

as

Q∗(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′∈S

Pass′ max
a′

Q∗(s′, a′).(2.14)
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The classical Q-learning algorithm constructs a lookup table, q(s, a), as a surrogate of

the optimal Q-function. Once this lookup table is randomly initialized, the agent takes

actions according to the ε-greedy policy for each time step. The ε-greedy policy implies

that with probability 1− ε the agent takes the action a∗ that gives the maximum lookup

table value for a given current state, whereas it picks a random action with probability ε

to avoid getting stuck at non-optimal policies [15]. After acquiring a new experience as a

result of the taken action, the Q-learning algorithm updates a corresponding entry of the

lookup table according to:

q
(
s(t), a(t)

)
← (1− α)q

(
s(t), a(t)

)
+ α

(
r(t+1) + γmax

a′
q
(
s(t+1), a′

))(2.15)

where α ∈ (0, 1] is the learning rate [37].

In case the state and action spaces are very large, as is the case for the power control

problem at hand. The classical Q-learning algorithm fails mainly because of two reasons:

(1) Many states are rarely visited, and

(2) the storage of lookup table becomes impractical [39].

Both issues can be solved with deep reinforcement learning, e.g., deep Q-learning [15].

A deep neural network called deep Q-network (DQN) is used to estimate the Q-function

in lieu of a lookup table. The DQN can be expressed as q(s, a,ψ), where the real-valued

vector ψ represents its parameters. The essence of DQN is that the function q(·, ·,ψ)

is completely determined by ψ. As such, the task of finding the best Q-function in a

functional space of uncountably many dimensions is reduced to searching the best ψ of

finite dimensions. Similar to the classical Q-learning, the agent collects experiences with
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its interaction with the environment. The agent or the network trainer forms a data set

D by collecting the experiences until time t in the form of (s, a, r′, s′). As the “quasi-

static target network” method [15] implies, we define two DQNs: the target DQN with

parameters ψ
(t)
target and the train DQN with parameters ψ

(t)
train. ψ

(t)
target is updated to be

equal to ψ
(t)
train once every Tu steps. From the “experience replay” [15], the least squares

loss of train DQN for a random mini-batch D(t) at time t is

L
(
ψ

(t)
train

)
=

∑
(s,a,r′,s′)∈D(t)

(
y
(t)
DQN(r′, s′)− q

(
s, a;ψ

(t)
train

))2
(2.16)

where the target is

y
(t)
DQN(r′, s′) = r′ + λmax

a′
q
(
s′, a′;ψ

(t)
target

)
.(2.17)

Finally, we assume that each time step the stochastic gradient descent algorithm that

minimizes (2.16) is used to train ψ
(t)
train over the mini-batch D(t). The stochastic gradient

descent uses the gradient computed from just few samples of the dataset and has been

shown to converge to a set of good parameters quickly [40].

2.5. Overview of Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning

In this section, we describe the multi-agent learning basics that enables distributively

solving the resource management problem by training multiple agents collaboratively and

executing control policies separately at the base stations. We design a distributively

executable algorithm, so each link is associated with a learning agent that assigns a

transmit power level to it. These agents work collaboratively to maximize the global

network objective. In a multi-agent learning system, two or more learning agents reside
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in a common environment and the state transitions of the environment mainly depend

on the joint actions of these learning agents. From a single agent point of view, the

environment transition probability is no longer stationary as other learning agents in the

system update their policies/behaviors simultaneously. This issue is called “environment

non-stationarity” in the multi-agent reinforcement learning literature [41].

For the multi-agent case, similar to [42], we define the local state of agent i as si ∈ Si.

The local state is composed of environment features that are relevant to agent i’s action

ai ∈ Ai. Intuitively, for the power allocation setting, the local state is composed of local

CSI measurements and feedback from interfering/interfered neighbors. The multi-agent

system composed of n agents is a stochastic game defined as a tuple 〈S,A, P,R, γ〉, where

S = ΠiSi is the joint state space, A = ΠiAi is the joint action space, P : S×A×S → [0, 1]

is the state transition function, r = (r1, . . . , rn) is the vector of reward functions of

agents [42]. For this case, the reward function of agent i, ri : S ×A× S, also depends on

the actions of other agents unlike the single-agent case. For fully-cooperative games, the

agents share a common reward function r1 = . . . rn and they receive a single joint reward

as a result of their joint actions.

An extreme approach that tackles the environment non-stationary issue of multi-agent

reinforcement learning is modeling the system as a single meta-agent that outputs joint

actions by observing the complete environment state [43]. A well-known example for this

approach is team Q-learning [44,45]. For fully-cooperative games, a convergence guaranty

is given for team Q-learning in [45, Theorem 6]. Although the single meta-agent approach

solves the problem of non-stationarity, it has some defects too. Since team learning

learns the joint-actions, the complexity of state-action space explodes with the number of
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agents in the system which affects the convergence rate to an optimal policy [46]. For a

possible team deep Q-learning application, the number of DQN parameters will also be

proportional to the number of agents to handle the additional complexity of the state-

action set. Another problem is that the distributed execution of team learning is not

feasible, since it requires the global state information and assigns the joint actions in a

centralized manner.

Another straight-forward approach to learn in a multi-agent system is called concur-

rent learning. In concurrent learning, n independent learning agents interact with the

environment by taking simultaneous actions and they learn independent policies by treat-

ing the actions of other agents as part of the environment. For fully-cooperative games,

independent Q-learning is a concurrent learning scheme, in which n Q-learning agents

learn independent policies by using the shared team reward that they receive after their

joint actions [47]. Although independent Q-learning is scalable and allows distributed

execution, its stability and convergence are questioned because of the environment non-

stationarity issue. Still, independent-Q learning gives good empirical performance for

various cooperative game applications [48,49]. Recently, Tampuu et al. [50] showed that

independent deep Q-learning is promising by successfully using multiple DQN agents for

the Pong game.

There is an extensive research to develop multi-agent learning frameworks and there

exists several multi-agent Q-learning adaptations which lie between team and concurrent

learning which are the two extreme approaches mentioned above [41, 49–51]. However,

multi-agent learning is an open research area and theoretical guarantees for these adapta-

tions are rare and incomplete despite their good empirical performances [50,51]. In this
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thesis, we mainly focus on an adaptation to independent deep Q-learning that focuses

on increasing its stability and convergence rate. Calabrese [25] proposed a centralized

learning and distributed execution framework for power allocation in wireless networks.

They employ the transfer learning and parameter sharing concepts that increase the sta-

bility and convergence rate of independent Q-learning by taking advantage of the fact

that agents are learning together [52].

2.6. Deep Reinforcement Learning for Dynamic Power Allocation

2.6.1. Proposed Multi-Agent Deep Learning Algorithm

As depicted in Fig. 2.2, we propose a multi-agent deep reinforcement learning scheme

with each transmitter as an agent. Similar to [42], we define the local state of learning

agent i as si ∈ Si which is composed of environment features that are relevant to agent i’s

action ai ∈ Ai. The agents in Fig. 2.2 work collaboratively to maximize (2.5) by creating a

balance between their assigned link’s spectral efficiency and interference to nearby links.

In the multi-agent learning system, the state transitions of their common environment

depend on the agents’ joint actions. An agent’s environment transition probabilities

in (2.13) may not be stationary as other learning agents update their policies. The

Markov property introduced for the single-agent case in Section 2.4 no longer holds in

general [51]. This “environment non-stationarity” issue may cause instability during the

learning process. One way to tackle the issue is to train a single meta agent with a DQN

that outputs joint actions for the agents [43]. The complexity of the state-action space,

and consequently the DQN complexity, will then be proportional to the total number of

agents in the system. The single-meta agent approach is not suitable for our dynamic
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setup and the distributed execution framework, since its DQN can only forward the action

assignments to the transmitters after acquiring the global state information. There is an

extensive research to develop multi-agent learning frameworks and there exists several

multi-agent Q-learning adaptations [50, 51]. However, multi-agent learning is an open

research area and theoretical guarantees for these adaptations are rare and incomplete

despite their good empirical performances [50,51].

In this chapter, we take an alternative approach where the DQNs are distributively ex-

ecuted at the transmitters, whereas training is centralized to ease implementation and to

improve stability. Each agent i has the same copy of the DQN with parameters Q
(t)
target at

time slot t. The centralized network trainer trains a single DQN by using the experiences

gathered from all agents. This significantly reduces the amount of memory and computa-

tional resources required by training. The centralized training framework is also similar

to the parameter sharing concept which allows the learning algorithm to draw advantage

from the fact that agents are learning together for faster convergence [52]. Since agents

are working collaboratively to maximize the global objective in (2.5) with an appropri-

ate reward function design to be discussed in Section 2.6.4, each agent can benefit from

experiences of others. Note that sharing the same DQN parameters still allows different

behavior among agents, because they execute the same DQN with different local states

as input.

As illustrated in Fig. 2.2, at the beginning of time slot t, agent i takes action a
(t)
i

as a function of s
(t)
i based on the current policy. All agents are synchronized and take

their actions at the same time. Prior to taking action, agent i has observed the effect

of the past actions of its neighbors on its current state, but it has no knowledge of a
(t)
j ,
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∀j 6= i. From the past experiences, agent i is able to acquire an estimation of the impact

of its own actions on future actions of its neighbors, and it can determine a policy that

maximizes its discounted expected future reward with the help of deep Q-learning.

The proposed DQN is a fully-connected deep neural network [53, Chapter 5] that

consists of five layers as shown in Fig. 2.3a. The first layer is fed by the input state vector

of length N0. We relegate the detailed design of the state vector elements to Section

2.6.2. The input layer is followed by three hidden layers with N1, N2, and N3 neurons,

respectively. At the output layer, each port gives an estimate of the Q-function with

given state input and the corresponding action output. The total number of DQN output

ports is denoted as N4 which is equal to the cardinality of the action set to be described

in Section 2.6.3. The agent finds the action that has the maximum value at the DQN

output and takes this action as its transmit power.

In Fig. 2.3a, we also depicted the connection between these layers by using the weights

and biases of the DQN which form the set of parameters. The total number of scalar

parameters in the fully connected DQN is

|ψ| =
3∑
l=0

(Nl + 1)Nl+1.(2.18)

In addition, Fig. 2.3b describes the functionality of a single neuron which applies a

non-linear activation function to its combinatorial input.

Each agent i has the same copy of the DQN with parameters Q
(t)
target at time slot t.

The centralized network trainer trains a single DQN by using the experiences gathered

from all agents. This significantly reduces the amount of memory and computational

resources required by training. During the training stage, in each time slot, the trainer
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Figure 2.2. Illustration of the proposed multi-agent deep reinforcement
learning algorithm.

randomly selects a mini-batch D(t) of Mb experiences from an experience-replay memory

[15] that stores the experiences of all agents. The experience-replay memory is a FIFO

queue [19] with a length of nMm samples where n is the total number of agents, i.e.,

a new experience replaces the oldest experience in the queue and the queue length is

proportional to the number of agents. At time slot t the most recent experience from
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agent i is e
(t−1)
i =

(
s
(t−2)
i , a

(t−2)
i , r

(t−1)
i , s

(t−1)
i

)
due to delay. Once the trainer picks D(t),

it updates the parameters to minimize the loss in (2.16) using an appropriate optimizer,

e.g., the stochastic gradient descent method [40]. As also explained in Fig. 2.2, once per

Tu time slots, the trainer broadcasts the latest trained parameters. The new parameters

are available at the agents after Td time slots due to the transmission delay through the

backhaul network. Training may be terminated once the parameters converge.

2.6.2. States

As described in Section 2.3, agent i builds its state s
(t)
i using information from the in-

terferer and interfered sets given by (2.9) and (2.10), respectively. To better control the

complexity, we set
∣∣∣Ī(t)i ∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣Ō(t)
i

∣∣∣ = c, where c > 0 is the restriction on the number of

interferers and interfereds the AP communicating with. At the beginning of time slot

t, agent i sorts its interferers by current received power from interferer j ∈ I
(t)
i at re-

ceiver i, i.e., g
(t)
j→ip

(t−1)
j . This sorting process allows agent i to prioritize its interferers. As∣∣∣I(t)i ∣∣∣ > c, we want to keep strong interferers which have higher impact on agent i’s next

action. On the other hand, if
∣∣∣I(t)i ∣∣∣ < c, agent i adds

∣∣∣I(t)i ∣∣∣− c virtual noise agents to I
(t)
i

to fit the fixed DQN. A virtual noise agent is assigned an arbitrary negative weight and

spectral efficiency. Its downlink and interfering channel gains are taken as zero in order

to avoid any impact on agent i’s decision-making. The purpose of having these virtual

agents as placeholders is to provide inconsequential inputs to fill the input elements of

fixed length, like ‘padding zeros’. After adding virtual noise agents (if needed), agent i

takes first c interferers to form Ī
(t)
i . For the interfered neighbors, agent i follows a similar

procedure, but this time the sorting criterion is the share of agent i on the interference at
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receiver k ∈ O(t)
i , i.e., g

(t−1)
i→k p

(t−1)
i

(∑
j∈N,j 6=k g

(t−1)
j→k p

(t−1)
j + σ2

)−1
, in order to give priority

to the most significantly affected interfered neighbors by agent i’s interference.

The way we organize the local information to build s
(t)
i accommodates some intuitive

and systematic basics. Based on these basics, we perfected our design by trial-and-error

with some preliminary simulations. We now describe the state of agent i at time slot t,

i.e., s
(t)
i , by dividing it into three main feature groups as:

2.6.2.1. Local Information. The first element of this feature group is agent i’s previous

transmit power, i.e., p
(t−1)
i . Then, this is followed by the second and third elements that

specify agent i’s most recent potential contribution on the network objective (2.5): 1/w
(t)
i

and C
(t−1)
i . For the second element, we do not directly use w

(t)
i which tends to be quite

large as C̄
(t)
i is close to zero from (2.7). We found that using 1/w

(t)
i is more desirable.

Finally, the last four elements of this feature group are the last two measurements of its

direct downlink channel and the total interference-plus-noise power at receiver i: g
(t)
i→i,

g
(t−1)
i→i ,

∑
j∈N,j 6=i g

(t)
j→ip

(t−1)
j + σ2, and

∑
j∈N,j 6=i g

(t−1)
j→i p

(t−2)
j + σ2. Hence, a total of seven

input ports of the input layer are reserved for this feature group. In our state set design,

we take the last two measurements into account to give the agent a better chance to

track its environment change. Intuitively, the lower the maximum Doppler frequency, the

slower the environment changes, so that having more past measurements will help the

agent to make better decisions [19]. On the other hand, this will result with having more

state information which may increase the complexity and decrease the learning efficiency.

Based on preliminary simulations, we include two past measurements.

2.6.2.2. Interfering Neighbors. This feature group lets agent i observe the interfer-

ence from its neighbors to receiver i and what is the contribution of these interferers
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on the objective (2.5). For each interferer j ∈ Ī
(t)
i , three input ports are reserved for

g
(t)
j→ip

(t−1)
j , 1/w

(t−1)
j , C

(t−1)
j . The first term indicates the interference that agent i faced

from its interferer j; the other two terms imply the significance of agent j in the objective

(2.5). Similar to the local information feature explained in the previous paragraph, agent

i also considers the history of its interferers in order to track changes in its own receiver’s

interference condition. For each interferer j′ ∈ Ī(t−1)i , three input ports are reserved for

g
(t−1)
j′→i p

(t−2)
j′ , 1/w

(t−2)
j′ , C

(t−2)
j′ . A total of 6c state elements are reserved for this feature

group.

2.6.2.3. Interfered Neighbors. Finally, agent i uses the feedback from its interfered

neighbors to gauge its interference to nearby receivers and their contribution to the objec-

tive (2.5). If agent i’s link was inactive during the previous time slot, then O
(t)
i = ∅. For

this case, if we ignore the history and directly consider the current interfered neighbor

set, the corresponding state elements will be useless. Note that agent i’s link became

inactive when its own estimated contribution on the objective (2.5) was not significant

enough compared to its interference to its interfered neighbors. Thus, after agent i’s link

became inactive, in order to decide when to reactivate its link, it should keep track of the

interfered neighbors that implicitly silenced itself. We solve this issue by defining time

slot t′i which is the last time slot agent i was active. The agent i carries the feedback

from interfered k ∈ Ō(t′i+1)
i . We also pay attention to the fact that if t′i < t− 1, interfered

k has no knowledge of g
(t−1)
i→k , but it is still able to send its local information to agent i.

Therefore, agent i reserves four elements of its state set for each interfered k ∈ O(t′i+1)
i as

g
(t−1)
k→k , 1/w

(t−1)
k , C

(t−1)
k , and g

(t′i)
i→kp

(t′i)
i

(∑
j∈N,j 6=k g

(t−1)
j→k p

(t−1)
j + σ2

)−1
. This makes a total

of 4c elements of the state set reserved for the interfered neighbors.
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2.6.3. Actions

Unlike taking discrete steps on the previous transmit power level (see, e.g., [24]), we use

discrete power levels taken between 0 and Pmax. All agents have the same action space,

i.e., Ai = Aj = A, ∀i, j ∈ N . Suppose we have |A| > 1 discrete power levels. Then, the

action set is given by

A =

{
0,

Pmax

|A| − 1
,

2Pmax

|A| − 1
, . . . , Pmax

}
.(2.19)

The total number of DQN output ports denoted as N4 in Fig. 2.3a is equal to |A|.

Agent i is only allowed to pick an action ai(t) ∈ A to update its power strategy at time

slot t. This way of approaching the problem could increase the number of DQN output

ports compared to [24], but it will increase the robustness of the learning algorithm. For

example, as the maximum Doppler frequency fd or time slot duration T increases, the

correlation term ρ in (2.2) is going to decrease and the channel state will vary more. This

situation may require the agents to react faster, i.e., possible transition from zero-power

to full-power, which can be addressed efficiently with an action set composed of discrete

power levels.

2.6.4. Reward Function

The reward function is designed to optimize the network objective (2.5). We interpret

the reward as how the action of agent i through time slot t, i.e., p
(t)
i , affects the weighted

sum-rate of its own and its future interfered neighbors O
(t+1)
i . During the time slot t+ 1,

for all agent i ∈ N , the network trainer calculates the spectral efficiency of each link
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k ∈ O(t+1)
i without the interference from transmitter i as

C
(t)
k\i = log

(
1 +

g
(t)
k→kp

(t)
k∑

j 6=i,k g
(t)
j→kp

(t)
j + σ2

)
.(2.20)

The network trainer computes the term
∑

j 6=i,k g
(t)
j→kp

(t)
j +σ2 in (2.20) by simply subtracting

g
(t)
i→kp

(t)
i from the total interference-plus-noise power at receiver k in time slot t. As

assumed in Section 2.3, since transmitter i ∈ I
(t+1)
k , its interference to link k in slot t,

i.e., g
(t)
i→kp

(t)
i > ησ2, is accurately measurable by receiver k and has been delivered to the

network trainer.

In time slot t, we account for the externality that link i causes to link k using a price

charged to link i for generating interference to link k [6]:

π
(t)
i→k = w

(t)
k

(
C

(t)
k\i − C

(t)
k

)
.(2.21)

Then, the reward function of agent i ∈ N at time slot t+ 1 is defined as

r
(t+1)
i = w

(t)
i C

(t)
i −

∑
k∈O(t+1)

k

π
(t)
i→k.(2.22)

The reward of agent i consists of two main components: its direct contribution to the

network objective (2.5) and the penalty due to its interference to all interfered neighbors.

Evidently, transmitting at peak power p
(t)
i = Pmax maximizes the direct contribution as

well as the penalty, whereas being silent earns zero reward.
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2.7. Simulation Results

2.7.1. Simulation Setup

To begin with, we consider n links on n homogeneously deployed cells, where we choose

n to be between 19 and 100. Transmitter i is located at the center of cell i and receiver i

is located randomly within the cell. We also discuss the extendability of our algorithm to

multi-link per cell scenarios in Section 2.7.2. The half transmitter-to-transmitter distance

is denoted as R and it is between 100 and 1000 meters. We also define an inner region

of radius r where no receiver is allowed to be placed. We set the r to be between 10 and

R − 1 meters. Receiver i is placed randomly according to a uniform distribution on the

area between out of the inner region of radius r and the cell boundary. Fig. 2.4 shows

two network configuration examples. We set Pmax, i.e., the maximum transmit power

level of transmitter i, to 38 dBm over 10 MHz frequency band which is fully reusable

across all links. The distance dependent path loss between all transmitters and receivers

is simulated by 120.9 + 37.6 log10(d) (in dB), where d is transmitter-to-receiver distance

in km. This path loss model is compliant with the LTE standard [54]. The log-normal

shadowing standard deviation is taken as 8 dB. The AWGN power σ2 is -114 dBm. We

set the threshold η in (2.9) and (2.10) to 5. We assume full-buffer traffic model. Similar

to [55], if the received SINR is greater than 30 dB, it is capped at 30 dB in the calculation

of spectral efficiency by (2.4). This is to account for typical limitations of finite-precision

digital processing. In addition to these parameters, we take the period of the time-slotted

system T to be 20 ms. Unless otherwise stated, the maximum Doppler frequency fd is 10

Hz and identical for all receivers. Note that we also show a situation with varying fd. We
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consider five fast fading scenarios (FFS) with varying Doppler frequency, fd. First four

FFSs are can be stated that all agents have same fd equal to 2 Hz and all agents have

same fd equal to 10 Hz called FFS 1 and FFS 2, respectively. For these first two scenarios,

fd remains unchanged. On the other hand, for the third case we consider a more flexible

fd setup compared to the first two scenarios. For the third case, at each time slot (step)

t, fd of each agent changes independently and takes a new value between 2 Hz and 10

Hz by following a Uniform distribution. Note that, the most challenging scenario is FFS

2. We picked the time slot period, T, to be 20 ms. For the FFS 1 case, the correlation

term, ρ, from the Jakes fading model given in Equation (2.2) is about 0.984, whereas it

is about 0.643 for the FFS 2 case. Hence, the channel conditions change more rapidly for

the FFS 2 case.

We next describe the hyper-parameters used for the architecture of our algorithm.

Since our goal is to ensure that the agents make their decisions as quickly as possible, we

do not over-parameterize the network architecture and we use a relatively small network

for training purposes. In fact, we use a much smaller network compared to the central ap-

plications of machine learning in wireless networks. Our algorithm trains a DQN with one

input layer, three hidden layers, and one output layer. The hidden layers have N1 = 200,

N2 = 100, and N3 = 40 neurons, respectively. We have 7 DQN input ports reserved for the

local information feature group explained in Section 2.6.2. The cardinality constraint on

the neighbor sets c is 5 agents. Hence, again from Section 2.6.2, the input ports reserved

for the interferer and the interfered neighbors are 6c = 30 and 4c = 20, respectively. This

makes a total of N0 = 57 input ports reserved for the state set. (We also normalize the

inputs with some constants depending on Pmax, maximum intra-cell path loss, etc., to
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optimize the performance.) We use ten discrete power levels, N4 = |A| = 10. Thus, the

DQN has ten outputs. Initial parameters of the DQN are generated with the truncated

normal distribution function of the TensorFlow [56]. For our application, we observed

that the rectifier linear unit (ReLU) function converges to a desirable power allocation

slightly slower than the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) function, so we used tanh as DQN’s

activation function. Memory parameters at the network trainer, Mb and Mm, are 256

and 1000 samples, respectively. We use the RMSProp algorithm [57] with an adaptive

learning rate α(t). For a more stable deep Q-learning outcome, the learning rate is reduced

as α(t+1) = (1−λ)α(t), where λ ∈ (0, 1) is the decay rate of α(t) [58]. Here, α(0) is 5×10−3

and λ is 10−4. We also apply adaptive ε-greedy algorithm: ε(0) is initialized to 0.2 and it

follows ε(t+1) = max
{
εmin, (1− λε)ε(t)

}
, where εmin = 10−2 and λε = 10−4.

Although the discount factor γ is nearly arbitrarily chosen to be close to 1 and in-

creasing γ potentially improves the outcomes of deep Q-learning for most of its applica-

tions [58], we set γ to 0.5. The reason we use a moderate level of γ is that the correlation

between agent’s actions and its future rewards tends to be smaller for our application due

to fading. An agent’s action has impact on its own future reward through its impact on

the interference condition of its neighbors and consequences of their unpredictable actions.

Thus, we set γ ≥ 0.5. We observed that higher γ is not desirable either. It slows the

DQN’s reaction to channel changes, i.e., high fd case. For high γ, the DQN converges

to a strategy that makes the links with better steady-state channel condition greedy. As

fd becomes large, due to fading, the links with poor steady-state channel condition may

become more advantageous for some time-slots. Having a moderate level of γ helps detect

these cases and allows poor links to be activated during these time slots when they can
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contribute the network objective (2.5). Further, the training cycle duration Tu is 100 time

slots. After we set the parameters in (2.18), we can compute the total number of DQN

parameters, i.e., |ψ|, as 36,150 parameters. After each Tu time slots, trained parameters at

the central controller will be delivered to all agents in Td time slots via backhaul network

as explained in Section 2.6.1. We assume that the parameters are transferred without any

compression and the backhaul network uses pure peer-to-peer architecture. As Td = 50

time slots, i.e., 1 second, the minimum required downlink/uplink capacity for all backhaul

links is about 1 Mbps. Once the training stage is completed, the backhaul links will be

used only for limited information exchange between neighbors which requires negligible

backhaul link capacity.

We empirically validate the functionality of our algorithm. We implemented the pro-

posed algorithm with TensorFlow [56]. Each result is an average of at least 10 randomly

initialized simulations. We have two main phases for the simulations: training and testing.

Each training lasts 40,000 time slots or 40, 000× 20 ms = 800 seconds, and each testing

lasts 5,000 time slots or 100 seconds. During the testing, the trainer leaves the network

and the ε-greedy algorithm is terminated, i.e., agents stop exploring the environment.

We have five benchmarks to evaluate the performance of our algorithm. The first two

benchmarks are centralized ‘ideal WMMSE’ and ‘ideal FP’ with instantaneous full CSI.

The third benchmark is the ‘central power allocation’ (central), where we introduce one

time slot delay on the full CSI and feed it to the FP algorithm. Even though the single

time slot delay to acquire the full CSI is not scalable in practical settings, it is a useful

approach to reflect potential performance of negligible computation time achieved with

the centralized supervised learning approach in [10]. The next benchmark is the ‘random’
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allocation, where each agent chooses its transmit power for each slot at random uniformly

between 0 and Pmax. The last benchmark is the ‘full-power’ allocation, i.e., each agent’s

transmit power is Pmax for all slots.

2.7.2. Sum-Rate Maximization

In this subsection, we focus on the sum-rate by setting the weights of all network agents

to 1 through all time slots.

2.7.2.1. Robustness. We fix n = 19 links and use two approaches to evaluate perfor-

mance. The first approach is the ‘matched’ DQN where we train a DQN from scratch

during the first 40,000 time slots, whereas for the ‘unmatched’ DQN we skip the training

stage and directly run the testing (the last 5,000 time slots) using a randomly picked

DQN from the memory that was trained for another initialization with the same R and r

parameters. Here an unmatched DQN is always trained for a random initialization with n

= 19 links and fd = 10 Hz. Intuitively, since the unmatched DQN is a matched DQN of a

different network initialization, it will perform worse than the matched DQN of the given

initialization. The unmatched DQN approach is a handy tool to evaluate the robustness

of our DQN with respect to network topology and channel variations.

In Table 2.1, we vary R and see that training a DQN from scratch for the specific

initialization is able to outperform both state-of-the-art centralized algorithms that are

under ideal conditions such as full CSI and no delay. Interestingly, the unmatched DQN

approach converges to the central power allocation where we feed the FP algorithm with

delayed full CSI. The DQN approach achieves this performance with distributed execution

and incomplete CSI. In addition, training a DQN from scratch enables our algorithm to
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Table 2.1. Testing results for variant half transmitter-to-transmitter dis-
tance. n = 19 links, r = 10 m, fd = 10 Hz.

average sum-rate performance in bps/Hz per link
DQN benchmark power allocations

R (m) matched unmatched WMMSE FP central random full-power

100 3.04 2.83 3.01 2.94 2.75 1.89 1.94
300 2.76 2.49 2.69 2.61 2.46 1.45 1.47
400 2.80 2.49 2.70 2.63 2.48 1.40 1.42
500 2.78 2.50 2.66 2.58 2.44 1.36 1.37
1000 2.71 2.43 2.61 2.54 2.40 1.31 1.33

Table 2.2. Testing results for variant inner region radius. n = 19 links, R
= 500 m, fd = 10 Hz.

average sum-rate performance in bps/Hz per link
DQN benchmark power allocations

r (m) matched unmatched WMMSE FP central random full-power

10 2.78 2.50 2.66 2.58 2.44 1.36 1.37
200 2.33 2.04 2.28 2.20 2.06 0.92 0.93
400 2.06 1.84 2.00 1.93 1.80 0.70 0.70
499 2.09 1.87 2.05 1.98 1.84 0.65 0.64

learn to compensate for CSI delays and specialize for its network initialization scenario.

Training a DQN from scratch swiftly converges in about 25,000 time slots (shown in Fig.

2.5a).

Additional simulations with r and fd taken as variables are summarized in Table 2.2

and Table 2.3, respectively. As the area of receiver-free inner region increases, the receivers

get closer to the interfering transmitters and the interference mitigation becomes more

necessary. Hence, the random and full-power allocations tend to show much lower sum-

rate performance compared to the central algorithms. For that case, our algorithm still

shows decent performance and the convergence rate is still about 25,000 time slots. We

also stress the DQN under various fd scenarios. As we reduce fd, its sum-rate performance
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Table 2.3. Testing results for variant maximum Doppler frequency. n = 19
links, R = 500 m, r = 10 m. (‘random’ means fd of each link is randomly
picked between 2 Hz and 15 Hz for each time slot t. ‘uncorrelated’ means
that we set fd →∞ and ρ becomes zero.)

average sum-rate performance in bps/Hz per link
DQN benchmark power allocations

fd (Hz) matched unmatched WMMSE FP central random full-power

2 2.80 2.48 2.64 2.55 2.54 1.36 1.37
5 2.83 2.47 2.68 2.58 2.52 1.21 1.21
10 2.78 2.50 2.66 2.58 2.44 1.36 1.37
15 2.85 2.45 2.72 2.64 2.47 1.35 1.36

random 2.88 2.55 2.80 2.71 2.59 1.47 1.49
uncorrelated 2.82 2.41 2.68 2.61 2.39 1.55 1.57

remains unchanged, but the convergence time drops to 15,000 time slots. As fd →∞, i.e.,

we set ρ = 0 to remove the temporal correlation between current channel condition and

past channel conditions, the convergence takes more than 35,000 time slots. Intuitively,

the reason of this effect on the convergence rate is that the variation of states visited during

the training phase is proportional to fd. Further, the comparable performance of the

unmatched DQN with the central power allocation shows the robustness of our algorithm

to the changes in interference conditions and fading characteristics of the environment.

2.7.2.2. Scalability. We increase the total number of links to investigate the scalability

of our algorithm. As we increase n to 50 links, the DQN still converges in 25,000 time

slots with high sum-rate performance. As we keep on increasing n to 100 links, from

Table 2.4, the matched DQN’s sum-rate outperformance drops because of the fixed input

architecture of the DQN, i.e., each agent only considers c = 5 interferer and interfered

neighbors. The performance of DQN can be improved for that case by increasing c at a
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Table 2.4. Testing results for variant total number of links. R = 500 m, r
= 10 m, fd = 10 Hz.

average sum-rate performance in bps/Hz per link
DQN benchmark power allocations

n (links) matched unmatched WMMSE FP central random full-power

19 2.78 2.50 2.66 2.58 2.44 1.36 1.37
50 2.28 1.99 2.17 2.13 2.00 1.01 1.02
100 1.92 1.68 1.90 1.88 1.74 0.87 0.89

Table 2.5. Testing results for variant number of links per cell. 19 cells, R
= 500 m, r = 10 m.

average sum-rate performance in bps/Hz per link
DQN benchmark power allocations

links per cell matched unmatched WMMSE FP central random full-power

2 1.84 1.58 1.78 1.74 1.59 0.58 0.57
4 1.25 1.06 1.24 1.22 1.10 0.25 0.25

random 1.61 1.37 1.57 1.53 1.40 0.44 0.44

higher computational complexity. Additionally, the unmatched DQN trained for just 19

links still shows good performance as we increase the number of links.

It is worth pointing out that each agent is able to determine its own action in less

than 0.5 ms on a personal computer. Therefore, our algorithm is suitable for dynamic

power allocation. In addition, running a single batch takes less than T = 20 ms. Most

importantly, because of the fixed architecture of the DQN, increasing the total number

of links from 19 to 100 has no impact on these values. It will just increase the queue

memory in the network trainer. For the FP algorithm it takes about 15 ms to converge

for n = 19 links, but with n = 100 links it becomes 35 ms. The WMMSE algorithm

converges slightly slower, and the convergence time is still proportional to n which limits

its scalability.
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Table 2.6. Testing results for variant number of links per cell and UMi street
canyon model. 19 cells, R = 500 m, r = 10 m.

average sum-rate performance in bps/Hz per link
DQN benchmark power allocations

links per cell matched unmatched WMMSE FP central random full-power

2 2.60 2.29 2.53 2.52 2.27 1.04 0.99
4 1.46 1.23 1.41 1.41 1.19 0.39 0.37

random 2.09 1.78 2.01 2.01 1.77 0.78 0.76

2.7.2.3. Extendability to Multi-Link per Cell Scenarios and Different Channel

Models. We first consider a special homogeneous cell deployment case with co-located

transmitters at the cell centers. We also assume that no successive interference cancella-

tion is performed [10]. The WMMSE and FP algorithms apply to this multi-link per cell

scenario without any modifications.

We fix R and r to 500 and 10 meters, respectively. We set fd to 10 Hz and the total

number of cells to 19. We first consider two scenarios where each cell has 2 and 4 links,

respectively. The third scenario assigns each cell a random number of links from 1 to 4

links per cell as shown in Fig. 2.4b. The testing stage results for these multi-link per cell

scenarios are given in Table 2.5. As shown in Table 2.6, we further test these scenarios

using a different channel model called urban micro-cell (UMi) street canyon model of [59].

For this model, we take the carrier frequency as 1 GHz. The transmitter and receiver

antenna heights are assumed to be 10 and 1.5 meters, respectively.

Our simulations for these scenarios show that as we increase number of links per

cell, the training stage still converges in about 25,000 time slots. Fig. 2.6a shows the

convergence rate of training stage for 4 links per cell scenario with 76 links. In Fig.

2.6a, we also show that using a different channel model, i.e., UMi street canyon, does not
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Table 2.7. Proportional fair scheduling with variant half transmitter-to-
transmitter distance. n = 19 links, r = 10 m, fd = 10 Hz.

convergence of the network sum log-average rate (ln (bps))
DQN benchmark power allocations

R (m) matched unmatched WMMSE FP central random full-power

100 26.25 24.75 29.12 28.27 25.21 15.03 14.36
300 22.95 21.53 23.80 23.31 20.57 -2.64 -4.88
400 22.72 20.91 22.64 22.48 19.85 -7.52 -10.05
500 21.25 18.45 20.69 20.88 18.19 -11.76 -14.59
1000 18.37 14.67 17.27 17.34 14.53 -16.66 -19.64

Table 2.8. Proportional fair scheduling with variant inner region radius. n
= 19 links, R = 500 m, fd = 10 Hz.

convergence of the network sum log-average rate (ln (bps))
DQN benchmark power allocations

r (m) matched unmatched WMMSE FP central random full-power

10 21.25 18.45 20.69 20.88 18.19 -11.76 -14.59
200 20.24 17.78 19.01 19.25 16.58 -16.31 -19.43
400 16.65 14.82 16.70 16.84 13.92 -26.82 -30.35
499 13.99 12.43 14.12 14.60 11.56 -35.46 -39.29

affect the convergence rate. Although the convergence rate is unaffected, the proposed

algorithm’s average sum-rate performance decreases as we increase number of links per

cell. Our algorithm still outperforms the centralized algorithms even for 4 links per cell

scenario for both channel models. Another interesting fact is that although the unmatched

DQN was trained for a single-link deployment scenario and can not handle the delayed

CSI constraint as good as the matched DQN, it gives comparable performance with the

‘central’ case. Thus, the unmatched DQN is capable of finding good estimates of optimal

actions for unseen local state inputs.
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2.7.3. Proportionally Fair Scheduling

In this subsection, we change the link weights according to (2.7) to ensure fairness as

described in Section 2.3. We choose the β term in (2.6) to be 0.01 and use convergence

to the objective in (2.8) as performance-metric of the DQN. Since the link weights are

changing a lot, we found that keeping the agents more updated during the training stage

by decreasing Tu from 100 to 50 time slots is necessary to get good performance for this

section. We also make some additions to the training and testing stage of DQN. We need

an initialization for the link weights. This is done by letting all transmitters to serve their

receivers with full-power at t = 0, and initialize weights according to the initial spectral

efficiencies computed from (2.4). For the testing stage, we reinitialize the weights after

the first 40,000 slots to see whether the trained DQN can achieve fairness as fast as the

centralized algorithms.

As shown in Fig. 2.7, the training stage converges to a desirable scheduling in about

30,000 time slots. Once the network is trained, as we reinitialize the link weights, our

algorithm converges to an optimal scheduling in a distributed fashion as fast as the cen-

tralized algorithms. Next, we set R and r as variables to get results in Table 2.7 and

Table 2.8. We see that the trained DQN from scratch still outperforms the centralized

algorithms in most of the initializations, using the unmatched DQN also achieves a high

performance similar to the previous sections.

2.8. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed a distributively executed model-free power allo-

cation algorithm which outperforms or achieves comparable performance with existing
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state-of-the-art centralized algorithms. We see potentials in applying the reinforcement

learning techniques on various dynamic wireless network resource management tasks in

place of the optimization techniques. The proposed approach returns the new suboptimal

power allocation much quicker than two of the popular centralized algorithms taken as

the benchmarks in this chapter. In addition, by using the limited local CSI and some real-

istic practical constraints, our deep Q-learning approach usually outperforms the generic

WMMSE and FP algorithms which requires the full CSI. Differently from most advanced

optimization based power control algorithms, e.g., WMMSE and FP, that require both in-

stant and accurate measurements of individual channel gains, our algorithm only requires

accurate measurements of some delayed received power values that are higher than a cer-

tain threshold above noise level. An extension to an imperfect CSI case with inaccurate

CSI measurements is left for future work. In addition, recently, Cui et al. [11] proposed

an unsupervised learning based power control algorithm that gets geographical locations

processed by a spatial convolutional filter as its input. A similar approach can also be

applied to our reinforcement learning based framework to remove the dependency on CSI

measurements.

Meng et al. [30] is an extension of [9] to multiple users in a cell, which is also addressed

in the current chapter. Although the centralized training phase seems to limit scalability,

we have shown that a DQN trained for a smaller wireless network can be applied to a larger

wireless network. Also, a jump-start on the training of DQN can also be implemented by

using initial parameters taken from another DQN previously trained for a different setup.

Finally, we used global training in this chapter, whereas re-initializing a local training

over the regions where new links joined or performance dropped under a certain threshold
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is also an interesting direction to consider. Besides the regional training, completely

distributed training can be considered, too. While a centralized training approach saves

computational resources and converges faster, distributed training may beat a path for

an extension of the proposed algorithm to some other channel deployment scenarios. The

main hurdle on the way to apply distributed training is to avoid the instability caused by

the environment non-stationarity.
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(a) The illustration of all five layers of the proposed DQN: The input layer is followed by
three hidden layers and an output layer. The notation n, ω and b indicate DQN neurons,
weights, and biases, respectively. These weights and biases form the set of DQN parameters
denoted as ψ. The biases are not associated with any neuron and we multiply these biases
by the scalar value 1.
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Figure 2.3. The overall design of the proposed DQN.
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(a) Single-link per cell with R =
500 m and r = 200 m.
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(b) Multi-link per cell with R =
500 m and r = 10 m. Each cell
has a random number of links
from 1 to 4 links per cell.

Figure 2.4. Network configuration examples with 19 cells
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(b) Testing - Empirical CDF.

Figure 2.5. Sum-rate maximization. n = 19 links, R = 100 m, r = 10 m,
fd = 10 Hz.
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Figure 2.6. Sum-rate maximization. 4 links per cell scenario. UMi street
canyon. n = 76 links deployed on 19 cells, R = 500 m, r = 10 m, fd = 10
Hz.
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Figure 2.7. Proportionally fair scheduling. n = 19 links, R = 500 m, r =
10 m, fd = 10 Hz.
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CHAPTER 3

Proposed Deep Reinforcement Learning Scheme Extended to

Continuous Action Spaces and Mobile Devices

3.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we present a distributively executed continuous power control algo-

rithm with the help of deep actor-critic learning, and more specifically, by adapting deep

deterministic policy gradient. Furthermore, we integrate the proposed power control al-

gorithm to a time-slotted system where devices are mobile and channel conditions change

rapidly. We demonstrate the functionality of the proposed algorithm using simulation

results and we compare the sum-rate with WMMSE and FP that have full perfect CSI.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We describe the new system

model that involves user mobility and formulate the problem in Section 3.2. We next

give an overview of deep actor-critic learning in Section 3.3. This is followed by proposed

DDPG algorithm, simulations, and conclusion in Sections 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6, respectively.

3.2. System Model with Mobility and Problem Formulation

In this chapter, we consider a special case where N mobile devices are uniformly

randomly placed in K homogeneous hexagonal cells. This deployment scenario is similar

to the interfering multiaccess channel scenario which is also examined in [10, 60]. Let

N = {1, . . . , N} and K = {1, . . . , K} denote the sets of link and cell indexes, respectively.
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Here we are not concerned with the device association problem. As device n ∈ N is

inside cell k ∈ K, its associated AP n is located at the center of cell k. We denote the cell

association of device n as bn ∈ K and its AP n is positioned at the center of bn.

All transmitters and receivers use a single antenna and we consider a single frequency

band with flat fading. The network is assumed to be a fully synchronized time slotted

system with slot duration T . We employ a block fading model to denote the downlink

channel gain from a transmitter located at the center of cell k to the receiver antenna of

device n in time slot t as

ḡ
(t)
k→n =

∣∣∣h(t)k→n∣∣∣2 α(t)
k→n, t = 1, 2, . . . .(3.1)

In (3.1), α
(t)
k→n ≥ 0 represents the large-scale fading component including path loss and

log-normal shadowing which varies as mobile device j changes its position. Let xk denote

the 2D position, i.e., (x, y)-coordinates, of cell k’s center. Similarly, we represent the

location of mobile device n at slot t as x
(t)
n . Then, the large-scale fading can be expressed

in dB as

α
(t)
dB,k→n = PL

(
xk,x

(t)
n

)
+ X (t)

k→n,(3.2)

where PL is the distance-dependent path loss in dB and X (t)
k→n is the log-shadowing from

xk to x
(t)
n . For each device n, we compute the shadowing from all k possible AP positions

in the network. The shadowing parameter is updated by X (t)
k→n = ρ

(t)
s,nX (t)

k→n + σse
(t)
s,k→n,

where σs is the log-normal shadowing standard deviation and the correlation ρ
(t)
s,n is com-

puted by ρ
(t)
s,n = e

∆x
(t)
n

dcor with ∆x
(t)
n =

∥∥∥x(t)
n − x

(t−1)
n

∥∥∥
2

being the displacement of device n

during the last slot and with dcor being the correlation length of the environment. Note
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that X (0)
k→n ∼ N (0, σ2

s) and the shadowing innovation process e
(1)
s,k→n, e

(2)
s,k→n, . . . consists

of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian variables with distribution

N
(

0, 1−
(
ρ
(t)
s,n

)2)
. Following [61], we model the change in the movement behavior of

each device as incremental steps on their speed and directions.

We use Jakes fading model to model the small-scale Rayleigh fading component as a

first-order complex Gauss-Markov process as explained in (2.2). Unlike Chapter 2, since

users are mobile in this chapter, the correlation ρ
(t)
n is now computed as ρ = J0(2πf

(t)
d,nT ),

where J0(.) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind and f
(t)
d,n = v

(t)
n fc/c is

device n’s maximum Doppler frequency at slot t with v
(t)
n = ∆x

(t)
n /T being device n’s

speed, c = 3× 108 m/s, and fc being carrier frequency.

Let b
(t)
n and p

(t)
n denote device n’s associated cell and transmit power of its associated

AP in time slot t, respectively. Hence the association and allocation in time slot t can

be denoted as b(t) =
[
b
(t)
1 , . . . , b

(t)
N

]ᵀ
and p(t) =

[
p
(t)
1 , . . . , p

(t)
N

]ᵀ
, respectively. The signal-

to-interference-plus-noise ratio at receiver n in time slot t can be defined as a function of

the association b(t) and allocation p(t):

γ(t)n
(
b(t),p(t)

)
=

ḡ
(t)

b
(t)
n →n

p
(t)
n∑

m 6=n ḡ
(t)

b
(t)
m →n

p
(t)
m + σ2

,(3.3)

where σ2 is the additive white Gaussian noise power spectral density which is assumed

to be the same at all receivers without loss of generality. Then, the downlink spectral

efficiency of device n at time t is

C(t)
n = log

(
1 + γ(t)n

(
b(t),p(t)

))
.(3.4)
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For a given association b(t), the power control problem at time slot t can be defined as a

sum-rate maximization problem:

maximize
p(t)

N∑
n=1

C(t)
n

subject to 0 ≤ pn ≤ Pmax, n = 1, . . . , N ,

(3.5)

where Pmax is the maximum power spectral density that an AP can emit. The real-time

allocator solves the problem in (3.5) at the beginning of slot t and its solution becomes

p(t). For ease of notation, throughout the chapter, we use g
(t)
m→n = ḡ

(t)

b
(t)
m →n

.

3.3. Deep Actor-Critic Learning Overview

A learning agent intersects with its environment, i.e., where it lives, in a sequence

of discrete time steps. At each step t, agent first observes the state of environment,

i.e., key relevant environment features, s(t) ∈ S with S being the set of possible states.

Then, it picks an action a(t) ∈ A, where A is a set of actions, following a policy that

is either deterministic or stochastic and is denoted by µ with a(t) = µ(s(t)) or π with

a(t) ∼ π(·|s(t)), respectively. As a result of this interaction, environment moves to a new

state s(t+1) following a transition probability matrix that maps state-action pairs onto a

distribution of states at the next step. Agent perceives how good or bad taking action at

at state s(t) is by a reward signal r(t+1). We describe the above interaction as an experience

at t+ 1 denoted as e(t+1) =
(
s(t), a(t), r(t+1), s(t+1)

)
.

Model-free reinforcement learning learns directly from these interactions without any

information on the transition dynamics and aims to learn a policy that maximizes agent’s
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long-term accumulative discounted reward at time t,

R(t) =
∞∑
τ=0

γτr(t+τ+1),(3.6)

where γ ∈ (0, 1] is the discount factor.

Two main approaches to train agents with model-free reinforcement learning are value

function and policy search based methods [62]. The well-known Q-learning algorithm is

value based and learns an action-value function Q(s, a). The classical Q-learning uses a

lookup table to represent Q-function which does not scale well for large state spaces, i.e.,

a high number of environment features or some continuous environment features. Deep

Q-learning overcomes this challenge by employing a deep neural network to represent

Q-function in place of a lookup table. However, the action space still remains discrete

which requires quantization of transmit power levels in a power control problem. Policy

search methods can directly handle continuous action spaces. In addition, compared to Q-

learning that indirectly optimize agent’s performance by learning a value function, policy

search methods directly optimize a policy which is often more stable and reliable [63].

By contrast, the policy search algorithms are typically on-policy which means each policy

iteration only uses data that is collected by the most-recent policy. Q-learning can reuse

data collected at any point during training, and consequently, more sample efficient.

Another specific advantage of off-policy learning for a wireless network application is that

the agents do not need to wait for the most-recent policy update and can simultaneously

collect samples while the new policy is being trained. Since both value and policy based

approaches have their strengths and drawbacks, there is also a hybrid approach called

actor-critic learning [62].
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Reference [26] proposed the DDPG algorithm which is based on the actor-critic ar-

chitecture and allows continuous action spaces. DDPG algorithm iteratively trains an

action-value function using a critic network and uses this function estimate to train a

deterministic policy parameterized by an actor network.

For a policy π, the Q-function at state-action pair (s, a) ∈ S ×A becomes

Qπ(s, a) = Eπ
[
R(t)

∣∣s(t) = s, a(t) = a
]
.(3.7)

For a certain state s, a deterministic policy µ : S → A returns action a = µ(s).

In a stationary Markov decision process setting, the optimal Q-function associated with

the target policy µ satisfies the Bellman property and we can make use of this recursive

relationship as

Qµ(s, a) = E
[
r(t+1) + γQµ(s′, µ(s′))

∣∣s(t) = s, a(t) = a
]
,(3.8)

where the expectation is over s′ which follows the distribution of the state of the envi-

ronment. As the target policy is deterministic, the expectation in (3.8) depends only

on the environment transition dynamics. Hence, an off-policy learning method similar

to deep Q-learning can be used to learn a Q-function parameterized by a deep neural

network called critic network. The critic network is denoted as Qφ(s, a) with φ being

its parameters. Similarly, we parameterize the policy using another DNN named actor

network µθ(s) with policy parameters being θ.

Let the past interactions be stored in an experience-replay memory D until time t in

the form of e = (s, a, r′, s′). This memory needs to be large enough to avoid over-fitting
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and small enough for faster training. DDPG also applies another trick called quasi-

static target network approach and define two separate networks to be used in training

which are train and target critic networks with their parameters denoted as φ and φtarget,

respectively. To train φ, at each time slot, DDPG minimizes the following mean-squared

Bellman error:

L (φ,D) = E(s,a,r′,s′)∼D

[
(y(r′, s′)−Qφ (s, a))

2
]

(3.9)

where the target y(r′, s′) = r′ + γQφtarget (s′, µθ(s
′)). Hence, φ is updated by sampling a

random mini-batch B from D and running gradient descent using

∇φ
1

|B|
∑

(s,a,r′,s′)∈B

(y(r′, s′)−Qφ (s, a))
2
.(3.10)

Note that after each training iteration φtarget is updated by φ.

In addition, the policy parameters are updated to learn a policy µθ(s) which gives

the action that maximizes Qφ(s, a). Since the action space is continuous, Qφ(s, a) is

differentiable with respect to action and θ is updated by gradient ascent using

∇θ
1

|B|
∑

(s,... )∈B

Qφ (s, µθ(s)) .(3.11)

To ensure exploration during training, a noise term is added to the deterministic policy

output [26]. In our multi-agent framework to be discussed next section, we employ ε-

greedy algorithm of Q-learning instead for easier tuning.
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Figure 3.1. Diagram of the proposed power control algorithm.

3.4. Proposed Multi-Agent Learning Scheme for Continuous Power Control

with Mobile Users

For the proposed power control scheme in Fig. 3.1, we let each transmitter be a

learning agent. Hence, the next state of each agent is determined by the joint-actions of

all agents and the environment is no longer stationary. In order to avoid instability, we

gather the experiences of all agents in a single replay memory and train a global actor

network θagent to be shared by all agents. At slot t, each agent n ∈ N observes its local

state s
(t)
n and sets its own action a

(t)
n by using θagent.

For each link n, we first describe the neighboring sets that allow the distributively

execution. Link n’s set of interfering neighbors at time slot t consists of nearby AP indexes

whose received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at device n was above a certain threshold
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Figure 3.2. The information exchange in time slot t.

during the past time slot and is denoted as

I(t)n =
{
i ∈ N , i 6= n

∣∣∣g(t−1)i→n p
(t−1)
i > ησ2

}
.(3.12)

Conversely, we define link n’s set of interfered neighbors at time slot t using the received

SNR from AP n, i.e.,

O(t)
n =

{
o ∈ N , o 6= n

∣∣g(t−1)n→o p
(t−1)
n > ησ2

}
.(3.13)

To satisfy the practical constraints introduced in Chapter 2, we limit the information

exchange between AP n and its neighboring APs as depicted in Fig. 3.2. Although, it is

assumed in Chapter 2 that receiver n may do a more recent received power measurement

from AP i ∈ I(t+1)
n just before the beginning of time slot t+1, i.e., ḡ

(t+1)

b
(t)
i →n

p
(t)
i , we prefer not

to require it for our new model that involves mobility. Note that as device n’s association

changes, i.e., b
(t+1)
n 6= b

(t)
n , we assume that the neighboring sets are still determined with

respect to the previous positioning of AP n and the feedback history from past neighbors

is preserved at the new AP position to be used in agent n’s state. We let the association

of device change only after staying within a new cell for Tregister consecutive slots.
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For the training process, as a major modification on Chapter 2, we introduce training

episodes where we execute a training process for Ttrain slots and let devices do random walk

without any training for Ttravel slots before the next training episode. The Ttravel slot-long

traveling period induces change in the channel conditions, and consequently allows policy

to observe more variant states during its training which intuitively increases its robustness

to the changes in channel conditions. To train a policy from scratch for a random wireless

network initialization, we run E training episodes which are indexed by E = 1, . . . , E.

The e-th training episode starts at slot te = (e − 1) (Ttrain + Ttravel) and is composed of

two parallel procedures called centralized training and distributed execution. After an

interaction with the environment, each agent sends its newly acquired experience to the

centralized trainer which executes the centralized training process. The trainer clears its

experience-replay memory at the beginning of each training episode. Due to the backhaul

delay as shown in Fig. 3.1, we assume that the most-recent experience that the trainer

received from agent n at slot t is e
(t−1)
n . During slot t, after acquiring all recent experiences

in the memory D, the trainer runs one gradient step for the actor and critic networks.

Since the purpose of the critic network is to guide the actor network during training, only

the actor network needs to be broadcasted to the network agents and during the inference

mode only the actor network is required. The trainer starts to broadcast θbroadcast � θagent

once every Tu slots and we assume θbroadcast is received by the agents after Td slots again

due to delay. In addition, compared to the deep Q-network in Chapter 2 that reserves an

output port for each discrete action, each actor network has just one output port.

The local state of agent n at time t, i.e., s
(t)
n is a tuple of local environment features

that are significantly affected by the agent’s and its neighbor’s actions. As described in
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Chapter 2, the state set design is a combination of three feature groups. The first feature

group is called “local information” and occupies six neural network input ports. The first

input port is agent n’s latest transmit power p
(t−1)
n which is followed by its contribution to

the network objective (3.5), i.e., C
(t−1)
n . Next, agent n appends the last two measurements

of its direct downlink channel and sum interference-plus-noise power at receiver n: g
(t)
n→n,

g
(t−1)
n→n ,

(∑
m∈N ,m 6=n g

(t−1)
m→np

(t−1)
m + σ2

)
, and

(∑
m∈N ,m 6=i g

(t−2)
m→np

(t−2)
m + σ2

)
.

These are followed by the “interfering neighbors” feature group. Since we are con-

cerned by the scalability, we limit the number of interfering neighbors the algorithm

involves to c by prioritizing elements of I
(t)
n by their amount of interference at receiver n,

i.e., g
(t−1)
i→n p

(t−1)
i . We form Ī

(t)
n by taking first c sorted elements of I

(t)
n . As |I(t)n | < c, we

fill this shortage by using virtual neighbors with zero downlink and interfering channel

gains. We also set its spectral efficiency to an arbitrary negative number. Hence, a virtual

neighbor is just a placeholder that ineffectively fills neural network inputs. Next, for each

i ∈ Ī(t)n , we reserve two input ports: g
(t)
i→np

(t−1)
i and C

(t−1)
i . This makes a total of 2c input

ports used for current interfering neighbors. In addition, agent n also includes the history

of interfering neighbors and appends 2c inputs using Ī
(t−1)
n .

Finally, we have the “interfered neighbors” feature group. If agent n does not transmit

during slot t− 1, O
(t)
n = ∅ and there will be no useful interfered neighbor information to

build s
(t)
n . Hence, we define time slot t′n as the last slot with p

(t′n)
n > 0 and we consider

O
(t′n+1)
n in our state set design. We also assume that as agent n becomes inactive, it will

still carry on its information exchange between each o ∈ O(t′n+1)
n without the knowledge of

g
(t−1)
n→o . Similar to the scheme described above, agent i regulates O

(t′n+1)
n to set |Ō(t)

n | = c.

For o ∈ O
(t′n+1)
n , the prioritization criteria is now agent i’s share on the interference at
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receiver o, i.e., g
(t−1)
n→o p

(t−1)
n

(∑
m∈N ,m 6=o g

(t−1)
m→op

(t−1)
m + σ2

)−1
. For each interfered neighbor

o ∈ O(t′n+1)
n , s

(t)
n accommodates three features which can be listed as: g

(t−1)
o→o , C

(t−1)
o , and

g
(t′i)
n→op

(t′i)
n

(∑
m∈N ,m 6=o g

(t−1)
m→op

(t−1)
m + σ2

)−1
.

The reward of agent n, r
(t+1)
n , is computed by the centralized trainer and used in

the training process. Similar to Chapter 2, r
(t)
n is defined as agent’s contribution on the

objective (3.5):

r(t+1)
n = C(t)

n −
∑

o∈O(t+1)
n

π(t)
n→o(3.14)

with π
(t)
n→o = log

(
1 + γ

(t)
o

(
b(t),

[
. . . , p

(t)
n−1, 0, p

(t)
n+1, . . .

]ᵀ))
−C(t)

o being the externality that

link n causes to interfered o.

3.5. Simulations

Following the LTE standard, the path-loss is simulated by 128.1 + 37.6 log10(d) (in

dB) with fc = 2 GHz, where d is transmitter-to-receiver distance in km. We set σs = 10

dB, dcor = 10 meters, T = 20 ms, Pmax = 38 dBm, and σ2 = −114 dBm. We simulate the

mobility using Haas’ model [61] with maximum speed being 2.5 m/s. Each mobile device

randomly updates its speed and direction every second uniformly within [−0.5, 0.5] m/s

and [−0.175, 0.175] radians, respectively. Fig. 3.3 shows an example movement scenario

until the end of third training episode with Ttrain = 5, 000 and Ttravel = 50, 000 slots.

The DDPG implementation and parameters are included in the source code [64]. Both

WMMSE and FP start from a full power allocation, since it gives better performance than

random initialization. WMMSE takes more iterations to converge than FP, resulting in

higher sum-rate.
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Figure 3.3. Example movement until the end of episode e = 3.
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Figure 3.4. Test results for the 10 cells and 20 links scenario.

We first train two policies for K = 10 cells and N = 20 links network deployment for

E = 10 training episodes. The first policy is trained with mobile devices, whereas the
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Table 3.1. Average sum-rate performance in bps/Hz per link.

(cells,links) policy trained for (10,20) WMMSE FP FP w delay random full

(10,20) 2.59 2.61 2.45 2.37 0.93 0.91
(20,40) 1.97 2.09 1.98 1.87 0.68 0.68
(20,60) 1.58 1.68 1.59 1.50 0.37 0.35
(20,100) 1.14 1.23 1.15 1.09 0.18 0.17

latter is trained without mobility, i.e., with steady channel. We set fd to 10 Hz for all time

slots [60]. We save the policy parameters during training for testing on several random

deployments with (K,N) = (10, 20) and mobility. As shown in Fig. 3.4, without mobility,

there is no significant sum-rate gain after the first training episode and policy converges

to FP’s sum-rate performance. As a remark, FP is centralized and it has full CSI, whereas

actor network is distributively executed with limited information exchange. As we include

device mobility and a certain travel time between training episodes, the policy is able to

experience various device positions and interference conditions during training, so its

sum-rate performance consistently increases. Additionally, in Table 3.1, we show that an

actor network trained for (K,N) = (10, 20) can keep up with the sum-rate performance

of optimization algorithms as network gets larger. Hence, running centralized training

from scratch is not necessary as device positions change or new devices register, since a

pre-trained policy for a smaller and different deployment performs quite well. For the 20

link scenario, on average, WMMSE and FP converge in 42 and 24 iterations, respectively.

For 100 links, WMMSE requires 74 iterations. Conversely, learning agent takes just one

policy evaluation.
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3.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a distributively executed deep actor-critic framework

for power control. During training, only actor network is broadcasted to learning agents.

Simulations show that a pre-trained policy gives comparable performance with WMMSE

and FP, and a policy trained for a smaller deployment is applicable to a larger network

without additional training thanks to the distributed execution scheme. Further, we have

shown that the proposed actor-critic framework enables real-time power control under

certain practical constraints and it is compatible with the case of mobile devices. DDPG

in fact uses the mobility to increase its sum-rate performance by experiencing more variant

channel conditions.
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CHAPTER 4

Deep Reinforcement Learning for Joint Spectrum and Power

Allocation in Cellular Networks

4.1. Introduction

A wireless network operator typically divides the radio spectrum it possesses into a

number of subbands. In a cellular network those subbands are then reused in many cells.

To mitigate co-channel interference, a joint spectrum and power allocation problem is

often formulated to maximize a sum-rate objective. The best known algorithms for solving

such problems generally require instantaneous global channel state information and a

centralized optimizer. In fact those algorithms have not been implemented in practice in

large networks with time-varying subbands. Deep reinforcement learning algorithms are

promising tools for solving complex resource management problems.

A major challenge here is that spectrum allocation involves discrete subband selec-

tion, whereas power allocation involves continuous variables. In this chapter, a learning

framework is proposed to optimize both discrete and continuous decision variables. Specif-

ically, two separate deep reinforcement learning algorithms are designed to be executed

and trained simultaneously to maximize a joint objective. Simulation results show that

the proposed scheme outperforms both the state-of-the-art fractional programming algo-

rithm and a previous solution based on deep reinforcement learning.
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4.2. System Model

In this chapter, we consider a cellular network with N links that are placed in K cells

and share M subbands. We denote the set of link and subband indexes byN = {1, . . . , N}

and M = {1, . . . ,M}, respectively. Link n is composed of receiver n and its transmitter

n. Transmitter n is placed at the corresponding cell center that includes receiver n within

its cell boundaries. We consider a fully synchronized time slotted system with a fixed slot

duration of T . We assume that all transmitters and receivers are equipped with a single

antenna. Due to relative scarcity of available spectrum, K tends to be much larger than

M , i.e., K �M . We let each link pick one subband at the beginning of each time slot.

Similar to [16], our channel model is composed of two parts: large and small scale

fading. For simplicity, we assume that the large-scale fading is same across all subbands,

whereas the small-scale fading is frequency selective, i.e., different across all subbands [28].

Within each subband, small-scale fading is assumed to be block-fading and flat. Let g
(t)
n→l,m

denote the downlink channel gain from transmitter n to receiver l on subband m in time

slot t:

g
(t)
n→l,m = βn→l

∣∣∣h(t)n→l,m∣∣∣2 , t = 1, 2, . . . ,(4.1)

where βn→l is the large-scale fading that includes both path loss and log-normal shadowing,

and h
(t)
n→l,m is the small-scale Rayleigh fading which is modeled by Jake’s fading model

(2.2). We assume that the large-scale fading remains the same through many time slots.

Note that in case of mobile receivers, a time index can be associated with βn→l. Also, the

cells are agnostic to the specific fading statistics a priori.
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We use binary variables α
(t)
n,m to indicate the subband selection of link n in time slot t.

If link n selects subband m, we have α
(t)
n,m = 1 and α

(t)
n,j = 0 for every j 6= m. We denote the

transmit power of transmitter n in time slot t as p
(t)
n . The signal-to-interference-plus-noise

at receiver n on subband m in time slot t is given by

γ(t)n,m =
α
(t)
n,mg

(t)
n→n,mp

(t)
n∑

l 6=n α
(t)
l,mg

(t)
l→n,mp

(t)
l + σ2

,(4.2)

where σ2 is the additive white Gaussian noise power spectral density at receiver n. As-

suming normalized bandwidth, the downlink spectral efficiency achieved by link n on

subband m during time slot t is

C(t)
n,m = log

(
1 + γ(t)n,m

)
.(4.3)

4.3. Problem Formulation

Denoting subband and power vectors in time slot t as α(t) =
[
α
(t)
1,1, α

(t)
1,2, . . . , α

(t)
N,M

]ᵀ
and p(t) =

[
p
(t)
1 , . . . , p

(t)
N

]ᵀ
, respectively, we formulate the sum-rate maximization problem

as [2,28]:

maximize
p(t),α(t)

N∑
n=1

C(t)
n(P1a)

subject to 0 ≤ p(t)n ≤ Pmax,∀n ∈ N ,(P1b)

α(t)
n,m ∈ {0, 1},∀n ∈ N ,∀m ∈M,(P1c) ∑
m∈M

α(t)
n,m = 1, ∀n ∈ N ,(P1d)
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where C
(t)
n =

∑M
m=1C

(t)
n,m is link n’s achieved spectral efficiency, and (P1b) restricts the

transmit power to be nonnegative and no larger than Pmax.

Unfortunately, (P1) is in general non-convex and requires mixed integer programming

to be carried out for each time slot as channel varies. Even for a given subband selection

α(t), this problem has been proven to be NP-hard [2]. Conventional algorithms such

as fractional programming are centralized solutions to (P1), but these algorithms still

require many iterations to converge and their computational complexity does not scale

well with increasing number of links. Besides that, obtaining instantaneous global CSI

in a centralized controller and sending the allocation decisions back to all transmitters is

difficult in practice.

4.4. A Two-layer Deep Reinforcement Learning Framework for Joint

Spectrum and Power Allocation

4.4.1. Local Information and Neighborhood Sets

We next describe the extent of the local information at transmitter n at the beginning

of time slot t. In each time slot, transmitter n has two types of neighborhood sets

for each subband. The first set is called “interferers” that consists of c indexes and is

denoted as I(t)n,m. For subband m, transmitter n first divides nearby transmitters into two

groups whether they used subband m during time slot t− 1 or not in order to prioritize

the transmitters that occupy subband m. Then, it sorts each group according to the

interfering channel strength at receiver n from their transmitters during time slot t−1 by

descending order, i.e., g
(t−1)
i→n,m. Lastly, the first c sorted nearby transmitters forms I(t)n,m.
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Figure 4.1. Diagram of the proposed power control algorithm.

The second set is the set of “interfered receivers” that consists of c indexes and is

defined as O(t)
n,m. Again, each nearby receiver j is first divided into two groups based

on α
(t−1)
j,m . The sorting criteria within each group becomes the potential significance of

the interference strength at receiver j from transmitter n during time slot t − 1, i.e.,

g
(t−1)
n→j,m

(∑
l∈N ,l 6=j α

(t−1)
l,m g

(t−1)
l→j,mp

(t−1)
l + σ2

)−1
.
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Compared to Chapter 2, we follow simpler practical constraints on the available local

information to be used in the state set design, as our main goal is to show the usefulness

of the proposed approach. At the beginning of time slot t, transmitter n has access to the

most recent local information gathered at receiver n for each subband m such as g
(t)
n→n,m,

g
(t)
i→n,m ∀i ∈ I

(t)
n,m, and the sum interference power at receiver n which is measured just

before the new policy decisions at the beginning of time slot t and can be formulated with

subband and power allocation from time slot t−1 and interfering channel gains from time

slot t as
∑

l∈N ,l 6=n α
(t−1)
l,m g

(t)
l→n,mp

(t−1)
l . Conversely, the measurements gathered at nearby

receivers are delayed by one time slot, e.g., g
(t−1)
n→j,m ∀j ∈ O

(t)
n,m. Apart from the channel

related measurements, we assume that each interfered and interferer neighbor also sends

crucial key performance indicators delayed by one time slot due to network latency, e.g.,

its achieved spectral efficiency during last slot.

4.4.2. Proposed Multi-Agent Learning Scheme

In order to allow distributed execution, each link, specifically, each transmitter, operates

as an independent learning agent by treating other agents as part of its local environment.

Hence, our approach is based on multiple learning agents, rather than a single learning

agent that controls the entire action space whose dimensions will grow exponentially with

the total number of links. The single learning agent approach has similar drawbacks as

the conventional centralized optimization algorithms in terms of complexity and cost of

communication. In contrast, the proposed multi-agent approach is easily scalable to larger

networks and can operate with just local information after training.
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At the beginning of each time slot, each agent successively executes two policies to

determine its associated subband and transmit power level. The reinforcement learning

component at the top layer is a deep Q-network that is responsible for the subband

selection. The bottom layer uses deep deterministic policy gradient algorithm to train

the actor network responsible for agent’s transmit power level decisions. As described in

Fig. 4.1, the actor network at the bottom layer requires the subband decision of the top

layer to determine its state input before setting agent’s transmit power.

We next describe key components of the proposed design:

(1) Action set design: All agents have the same pair of action spaces. The top layer

uses a discrete action space that consists of subband indexes, i.e, a
(t)
n ∈ Asubband =

{1, . . . ,M} = M. Hence, we denote the subband selection of agent n for time slot

t as a
(t)
n . The bottom layer has a continuous action space defined as Apower = [0, 1].

Since the bottom layer is executed after the top layer, we denote its action as a
(t)

n,a
(t)
n

.

We later multiply it by Pmax to get p
(t)
n = Pmaxa

(t)

n,a
(t)
n

.

(2) State set design: To be used in the state, all agents rank the subbands at the begin-

ning of each time slot according to their direct channel gain to the total interference

power ratio. We denote the rank as z
(t)
n,m. Now we describe the state of agent n on

subband m at time t as:
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s(t)n,m =

{
α(t−1)
n,m p(t−1)n , C(t−1)

n , z(t)n,m, g
(t)
n→n,m,

∑
l 6=n

α
(t−1)
l,m g

(t)
l→n,mp

(t−1)
l ,

{
g
(t)
i→n,m, α

(t−1)
i,m p

(t−1)
i ,

C
(t−1)
i , z

(t−1)
i,m

∣∣∣∀i ∈ I(t)n,m},{g(t−1)n→j,m, g
(t−1)
j→j,m,

C
(t−1)
j , z

(t−1)
j,m ,

∑
l 6=j

α
(t−1)
l,m g

(t−1)
l→j,mp

(t−1)
l

∣∣∣∀j ∈ O(t)
n,m

}}
.

(4.4)

Since the top layer does the subband decisions that requires information from all

subbands, it should have a broader environment view than the bottom layer. Thus,

for the top layer, we define agent n’s state as s
(t)
n =

{
s
(t)
n,1, . . . , s

(t)
n,M

}
. Then, the

bottom layer uses s
(t)

n,a
(t)
n

as its input.

(3) Reward Function Design: Both learning layers collaboratively aim to maximize the

objective in (P1a). Consequently, they share the same reward function that describes

the overall contribution of agent’s combined subband and power decisions on the

sum-rate objective. This includes agent’s own spectral efficiency and a penalty term

depending on its externalities to its interfered neighbors on subband a
(t)
n [9]. For the

reward function, we first compute the externality of agent n to interfered j ∈ O(t+1)

n,a
(t)
n

during time slot t as

π
(t)
n→j = C

(t)

j\n,a(t)
n

− C(t)

j,a
(t)
n

,(4.5)
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where C
(t)

j\n,a(t)
n

is the spectral efficiency of j without the interference from agent n on

subband a
(t)
n during slot t:

C
(t)

j\n,a(t)
n

= log

1 +
α
(t)

j,a
(t)
n

g
(t)

j→j,a(t)
n

p
(t)
j∑

l 6=n,j α
(t)

l,a
(t)
n

g
(t)

l→j,a(t)
n

p
(t)
l + σ2

 .(4.6)

Next, we define the reward of agent n as

r(t+1)
n = C

(t)

n,a
(t)
n

−
∑

j∈O(t+1)

n,a
(t)
n

π
(t)
n→j.(4.7)

(4) Centralized Training: Since multi-agent setting violates the environment station-

ary assumption of the underlying Markov decision process discussed in Section 2.5,

there is an extensive research to develop multi-agent learning frameworks with good

empirical performance, but rarely with theoretical guarantees [51]. We follow some

recently emerged multi-agent learning concepts like transfer learning and parameter

sharing that increase the stability and convergence rate by taking advantage of the fact

that agents are learning together [52]. Therefore, our method encourages stability by

training global policy parameters shared across the network and trained by a central-

ized trainer that gathers experiences of all agents. As shown in Fig. 4.1, centralized

training stores two experience-replay memories for each layer: Dsubband and Dpower. At

time t, the most recent experience at Dsubband and Dpower from agent n is e
(t−1)
n,subband =(

s
(t−2)
n , a

(t−2)
n , r

(t−1)
n , s

(t−1)
n

)
and e

(t−1)
n,power =

(
s
(t−2)
n,a

(t−2)
n

, a
(t−2)
n,a

(t−2)
n

, r
(t−1)
n , s

(t−1)
n,a

(t−2)
n

)
, respec-

tively, due to the backhaul delay of 1 time slot. Note that the next state in e
(t−1)
n,power is

with respect to the old subband selection a
(t−2)
n .
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Table 4.1. Testing results.

average sum-rate performance in bps/Hz per link output layer size average
(K,N) M reinforcement learning other schemes reinforcement learningiterations

(cells, links)subbandsproposed joint ideal FPdelayed FPrandomproposed joint FP

1 1.51 1.50 1.58 1.46 0.41 1 + 1 10 70.30
(5, 20) 2 2.63 2.64 2.66 2.46 0.99 2 + 1 20 102.08

4 4.57 4.38 3.81 3.57 2.12 4 + 1 40 122.15

1 1.26 1.26 1.31 1.21 0.25 1 + 1 10 72.83
2 2.08 2.10 2.08 1.92 0.59 2 + 1 20 96.32

(10, 50) 4 3.34 3.34 2.90 2.68 1.31 4 + 1 40 185.93
5 3.79 3.76 3.18 2.94 1.64 5 + 1 50 206.38
10 5.71 4.41 4.44 4.08 2.99 10 + 1 100 287.70

During time slot t, the centralized training runs one gradient step for each policy.

As described in Fig 4.1, it broadcasts most recent versions of ψ and θ once per Tu

time slots. The broadcasting takes Td time slots to finish, again due to the backhaul

delay.

4.5. Simulation Results

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed learning approach with

some conventional optimization methods and joint learning as the number of subbands

increases.

Throughout the simulations, we choose two network sizes of (K,N) = (5 cells, 20 links)

and (10 cells, 50 links), respectively. Similar to previous chapters, we consider homoge-

neous hexagonal cells of 400 meters radius with each cell having equal number of uniformly

randomly placed receivers. We vary the number of subbands M from 1 to 10. Following

the LTE standard, we set the distance dependent path loss to 128.1+37.6 log10(d) (in dB),

where d is transmitter-to-receiver distance in km. The log-normal shadowing standard

deviation is 10 dB. We set fd = 10 Hz, T = 20 ms, Pmax = 38 dBm, and σ2 = −114 dBm.
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(a) M = 2 subbands, (K,N) = (5, 20).
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(b) M = 4 subbands, (K,N) = (5, 20).
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(c) M = 5 subbands, (K,N) = (10, 50).
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(d) M = 10 subbands, (K,N) =
(10, 50).

Figure 4.2. Training convergence.

Similar to Chapter 2, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio is capped at 30 dB in the

calculation of the spectral efficiency in (4.3) due to practical constraints on front end’s

dynamic range.

We compare the proposed approach with four benchmarks. The first is the joint

learning approach as proposed in [28]. We discretize the transmit power into 10 levels.

The second is called the ‘ideal FP’. It runs the fractional programming algorithm with an

assumption of full instant CSI. The first scenario ignores any delay during the execution

of centralized optimization or passing the optimization outcomes to the transmitters. On
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the other hand, the third benchmark is called the ‘delayed FP’ and assumes one time

slot delay to run the fractional programming algorithm. In the final benchmark, each

transmitter just picks a random subband and transmit power at the beginning of every

time slot.

We divide training into four episodes with each running for 5,000 time slots. At the

beginning of each episode, we randomly sample a new deployment, and we reset the

exploration and learning rate parameters. For faster convergence, we replace the noise

term added to the deterministic policy output with Q-learning’s e-greedy algorithm. We

have made the source code (including the implementation and hyper-parameters) available

at [65]. For better stability, we ensure that the bottom layer has higher learning rate than

the top layer, and it uses a higher initial value of ε, but with a higher decay rate. The

fine-tuning of the ε value is important to avoid converging to undesired situations in which

all agents want to transmit with Pmax or with zero power.

In Fig. 4.2, we show the training convergence of the proposed and joint reinforcement

learning scheme. For M = 2 subbands, as shown in Fig. 4.2a, their convergence rates

are quite close. However, when we increase the number of subbands, the joint learning

approach is not able to keep up with the proposed approach in terms of training conver-

gence. This is mainly caused by the increased size of the joint learning’s action space and

increased deep Q-network output layer complexity. Next, we test the performance of the

trained policies on several randomly generated deployments in Table 4.1. Testing shows

that a pretrained policy is still usable on new deployments and the proposed approach

is better scalable than the benchmarks. In addition, compared to the joint learning and

fractional programming, cross-layer learning’s complexity scales better.
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4.6. Conclusion and Future Work

We have demonstrated a novel multi-agent reinforcement learning framework for the

joint subband selection and power control problem. With centralized training and dis-

tributed execution, only local information is needed by the agent under practical con-

straints. In addition, as the number of subbands increases, the proposed learning ap-

proach has better training convergence and higher sum-rate performance than the joint

learning approach. For future work, we are looking into better and easily tunable train-

ing and exploration schemes to better adapt to the environment non-stationarity of the

multi-agent setting.
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CHAPTER 5

Deep Reinforcement Learning for the Fundamental Problem of

Radio Resource Management

5.1. Introduction

Next generation cellular networks are expected to support a massive data traffic vol-

ume and satisfy a vast number of users that have latency-critical quality-of-service ex-

pectations. Due to inherently scarce shared frequency-band resources over time-varying

multi-channel and traffic conditions, a scalable fast-timescale resource management is

an absolute necessity towards next generation cellular networks. This chapter proposes

a multi-agent deep reinforcement learning based resource management scheme that can

respond to the changes in traffic and channel dynamics instantaneously. The proposed

multi-agent scheme considers each link as an individual learning agent that allocates re-

sources according to a policy and the state of its local wireless environment. With the

help of a novel reward function design, each agent appropriately adapts its resources in

each time slot to queue lengths and channel qualities in its neighborhood. The agents col-

laboratively maximize some quality of service (QoS) over their local environment, where

the QoS may be the average packet delay, the sum rate, a proportionally fair throughput,

or anything else specified by the network layer.

Although the generic weighted sum-rate maximization problem can be particularized

to achieve maximum sum-rate or proportionally fair scheduling as shown in previous
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chapters, a traffic-driven wireless resource management scheme based on conventional

optimization techniques or previously considered reinforcement learning based schemes

would require a different utility function or reward function design as their objectives.

However, the change in the objective function would require a new formulation and anal-

ysis from scratch which is not efficient and not flexible in terms of addressing the changes

in network QoS and fairness requirements. Our goal is to define the fundamental radio re-

source management problem and introduce a solution that works regardless of the choice

of network objective and operates on a timescale of one time slot which is typically a

few-ten milliseconds.

In this chapter, we also consider several additional practicality constraints on channel

measurements, including the situation where only aggregate interference levels can be

measured in lieu of all individual cross-channel gains. Simulations demonstrate the ef-

fectiveness of the proposed approach compared to optimization based resource allocation

schemes, including a popular proportionally fair solution.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we introduce the overall

system model. In Section 5.3, we describe the fundamental radio resource allocation

problem and the main motivation. In Section 5.4, we introduce the main components of

the proposed algorithm. We give simulation results in Section 5.5. We finally conclude

with a discussion of possible future directions in Section 5.6.

5.2. System Model

In this chapter, we consider N links over a K cell SISO interfering broadcast channel

where the base station k ∈ K = 1, 2, . . . , K, serves Nk users in cell k on M subbands.
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Let N = {1, . . . , N} and M = {1, . . . ,M} denote the set of link and subband indexes,

respectively. Since we are not concerned with the user association problem, we assume as

link n’s corresponding user n is inside cell k, its associated base station is located at the

center of cell k. The cell association of user n is denoted as bn ∈ K.

We define the links that are associated to base station k as

Nk = {n ∈ N|bn = k} .(5.1)

We consider a fully synchronized time slotted system with a fixed slot duration of T .

For joint spectrum allocation and power control, existing deep learning based schemes

are usually motivated by the essentially of an effective spectrum allocation scheme due to

the relative scarcity of spectrum availability compared to the number of users. Therefore,

it is common to assume that each link can pick at-most one subband at a time. The

straight-forward approach to control spectrum and power jointly would be using a single

deep Q-network as the policy with its action space being the Cartesian product of available

subbands and quantized transmit power levels [28,66]. In Chapter 4, we have improved

this design by a novel two layered approach where the policies at the top and bottom

layers are separately responsible for spectrum allocation and power control, respectively.

This approach reduces the action space complexity compared to [28, 66] as the number

of subbands increases. Note that we do not have a constraint on the number of subbands

in this chapter for the sake of channel model simplicity, but this constraint can also be

introduced as a future work using the design in [28] or [67].

Base station bn transmits the signal x
(t)
n,m to user n on subband m in time slot t using

transmit power p
(t)
n,m ≥ 0. The power constraint in each base station for subband m
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becomes

∑
n∈Nk

p(t)n,m ≤ Pmax,∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}(5.2)

and restricts the total transmit power in base station k to be no larger than Pmax on

subband m. Next, we can write the received signal y
(t)
n,m at receiver antenna of user n as

y(t)n,m = h
(t)
bn→n,m

√
pn,mx

(t)
n,m︸ ︷︷ ︸

desired signal

+
∑

i∈Nbn ,i 6=n

h
(t)
bn→n,m

√
pi,mx

(t)
i,m︸ ︷︷ ︸

intracell interference

+(5.3)

∑
j∈N ,j 6∈Nbn

h
(t)
bj→n,m

√
pj,mx

(t)
j,m + n0,n︸ ︷︷ ︸

intercell interference plus noise

, ∀n ∈ N ,(5.4)

where h
(t)
bn→n,m and h

(t)
bj→n,m ∈ C denote the direct and interfering downlink channel gain

coefficients on subband m in time slot t from base station bn and bj to user n, respectively,

and n0,n ∼ CN (0, σ2) represents the noise in the receiver antenna of user n with σ2 being

the additive white Gaussian noise power spectral density which is assumed to be the same

at all receivers without loss of generality.

Denoting the system power vector over subbandm in time slot t as p
(t)
m =

[
p
(t)
1,m, p

(t)
2,m, . . . , p

(t)
N,m

]ᵀ
,

the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at user n on subband m in time slot t

can be expressed as

γ(t)n,m
(
p(t)m
)

=
|h(t)bn→n,m|

2p
(t)
n,m∑

j∈N ,j 6=n |h
(t)
bj→n,m|2p

(t)
j,m + σ2

.(5.5)
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Following (5.5), link n’s achieved spectral efficiency in time slot t on subband m becomes

C(t)
n,m

(
p(t)m
)

= log
(
1 + γ(t)n,m

(
p(t)m
))
.(5.6)

Then, link n’s total spectral efficiency in time slot t on subband m can be computed as

C(t)
n =

∑
m∈M

C(t)
n,m

(
p(t)m
)
.(5.7)

5.2.1. Traffic Model

We assume that each link has an independent infinite length first-in-first-out (FIFO)

queue. We denote the fixed packet length as L and link n’s queue length in the unit of

bits at the beginning of time slot t as N
(t)
n . For each link n, let A

(t)
n be the newly arrived

packets at link n’s queue at the beginning of time slot t.

Using the spectral efficiency from the previous time slot, the queue lengths are updated

as

N (t)
n = max

(
N (t−1)
n − C(t−1)

n WT, 0
)

+ A(t)
n L,(5.8)

where W is the total bandwidth and N
(0)
n is set to zero since queues start empty as also

mentioned above. In addition, we also define total number of packets in link n’s queue

that are awaiting service at the beginning of time slot t as

N (t)
p,n =

⌈
N

(t)
n

L

⌉
.(5.9)
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5.2.2. Channel Variations

Similar to [9, 16], our channel model is composed of two parts: large and small scale

fading. For simplicity, we assume that the large-scale fading is same across all subbands,

whereas the small-scale fading is frequency selective, i.e., different across all subbands [28].

Within each subband, small-scale fading is assumed to be block-fading and flat. Let

g
(t)
bn→n,m = |h(t)bn→n,m|

2 denote the downlink channel gain from transmitter bn to receiver

n on subband m in time slot t which is composed of large-scale and small-scale fading

components as described in (4.1).

To simulate channel variations we adopt Jake’s fading model, so the small-scale fading

for each channel follows a first-order complex Gauss-Markov process as shown in (2.2).

5.3. The Fundamental Problem Formulation For Radio Resource

Management

In this section, we first describe the fundamental problem of radio resource manage-

ment. We analyze the problem in the downlink, but the discussion can be extended to

the uplink as well using a similar reasoning.

The radio resource management can be thought as a control policy that makes de-

cisions to allocate physical layer resources to serve the network layer traffic. In wireless

cellular networks, spectrum is divided into multiple subbands, particularly M subbands,

as we assume in our system model. Depending on the allocation decisions, link n can

use all of these subbands. Considering rapidly varying channel conditions, the allocation

decisions should ideally be instantaneous, i.e., whithin the slot duration of the wireless

network. Therefore, the allocation decisions associated with link n on subband m at time
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slot t can fundamentally be modeled as the power spectral density base station n utilizes

on subband m to transmit data to user n which is denoted as p
(t)
n,m.

Due to the characteristics of wireless channels, as link n is active on subband m, i.e.,

p
(t)
n,m > 0, it will suffer from interference caused by nearby links that are also active on

the same subband. Therefore, the transmit powers of all links impact the service rate

that determines how fast the network layer traffic can be passed to the user through the

physical layer.

Link n’s downlink data is generated by source n and this source is connected to a

subset of base stations that are close to user n by backhaul links. For simplicity, we

assume that each link has an associated base station where its downlink data is stored at

a queue.

Next, we can characterize the long-term utility of user n as Un. Intuitively, this

utility function should reflect the average packet delay from the arrival at queue n to

the end of transmission to user n, e.g., negative of the average packet delay for utility

maximization. We can also define the long-term network utility as U =
∑

n∈N Un. Finally,

the fundamental problem becomes finding an optimal control policy to maximize this long-

term network utility.

To better understand this fundamental problem, we change our perspective and an-

alyze the queue lengths from time slot to time slot. Hence, we can describe the goal of

the fundamental problem as minimizing the cumulative queue lengths over time. The

allocation decision at time slot t does not only influence the queue lengths of all links

at time slot t + 1 but also the queue lengths over a long time interval with a discounted

effect. Hence, at time slot t optimal control policy minimizes a discounted cumulative
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objective and the fundamental problem at time slot t with the per-cell power constraint

(5.3) can be formulated as:

minimize
p(t)

∞∑
τ=0

γτ
∑
n∈N

N (t+τ+1)
n(P1a)

subject to p(t)n,m ≥ 0,∀n ∈ I,(P1b) ∑
j∈Nk

p
(t)
j,m ≤ Pmax,∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} ,(P1c)

where γ ∈ (0, 1] is the discount factor and p(t) =
[
p
(t)
1 , . . . ,p

(t)
N

]ᵀ
is the decision variables.

From (5.9), link n’s queue length at time slot t, N
(t)
n , depends only on the queue

length at previous time slot N
(t−1)
n and the number of newly arrived packets A

(t)
n , and

departures characterized by the service rate µ
(t)
n = C

(t−1)
n WT . Consequently, from the

queue length perspective, the fundamental problem for resource management resembles

a Markov decision process [68] with the goal of optimal policy being minimizing the

cumulative discounted objective P1b.

Because of the underlying Markov decision process, the model-free reinforcement learn-

ing [68] matches well with the fundamental problem and is a promising tool to find optimal

control policies. Model-free reinforcement learning [68] is a trial-and-error process where

an agent interacts with an unknown environment in a sequence of discrete time steps to

achieve a task. At time t, agent first observes the current state of the environment which

is a tuple of relevant environment features and is denoted as s(t) ∈ S, where S is the set of

possible states. It then takes an action a(t) ∈ A from an allowed set of actions A according

to a policy which can be either stochastic, i.e., π with a(t) ∼ π(·|s(t)) or deterministic, i.e.,

µ with a(t) = µ(s(t)) [63]. Since the interactions are often modeled as a Markov decision
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process, the environment moves to a next state s(t+1) following an unknown transition

matrix that maps state-action pairs onto a distribution of next states, and the agent re-

ceives a reward s(t+1). Overall, the above process is described as an experience at t + 1

denoted as e(t+1) =
(
s(t), a(t), r(t+1), s(t+1)

)
. The goal is to learn a policy that maximizes

the cumulative discounted reward at time t, defined as

R(t) =
∞∑
τ=0

γτr(t+τ+1).(5.10)

For the resource management problem, the policy should be both traffic and channel

aware by embedding the traffic and channel conditions in the state set design. Hence, the

policy essentially maps a traffic and channel state to a physical resource allocation.

Additionally, we define user priorities that connect physical layer resource management

with network layer and indicate link’s traffic condition. By embedding traffic conditions in

the state set design through user priorities, policy can achieve any traffic related network

objective with a suitably designed reward function.

We next describe deep Q-learning algorithm that is a practical reinforcement learning

algorithm that trains a neural network to map state to an optimal action according to a

reward function. Moreover, we explain multi-agent learning basics that lets distributively

solving the fundamental problem. Finally, we give a divide-and-conquer solution for the

fundamental problem.

We have already described deep Q-learning algorithm that is a practical reinforce-

ment learning algorithm that trains a neural network to map state to an optimal action

according to a reward function in Section 2.4. Moreover, in Section 2.5, we explained

the multi-agent learning basics that lets distributively solving the fundamental problem.
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Finally, in this section, we describe the typically used divide-and-conquer solution for the

fundamental problem.

5.3.1. A Divide-And-Conquer Solution For The Fundamental Problem

For sum-rate maximization and proportionally fair scheduling, using non-negative user

priorities denoted as α
(t)
n ,∀n ∈ N , we can construct a weighted sum-rate maximization

problem for time slot t with per-cell power constraint (5.3) as

maximize
p

(t)
m , ∀m∈M

N∑
n=1

α(t)
n

∑
m∈M

C(t)
n,m

(
p(t)
)

(P2a)

subject to p(t)n,m ≥ 0,∀n ∈ I,(P2b) ∑
j∈Nk

p
(t)
j,m ≤ Pmax,∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} .(P2c)

The problem (P1) is in general non-convex has been proven to be NP-hard [2]. For a single

subband, there exists centralized sub-optimal solutions that use conventional optimization

algorithms such as fractional programming [4] and WMMSE algorithm [3]. For multiple

subbands, Tan et al. [28] assumed a single band per link constraint and have proposed a

hybrid approach using mixed integer programming for channel selections and WMMSE for

power allocation. Since we do not have the single band per link constraint in our system

model, for our benchmarks, we just run original WMMSE algorithm for single subband

separately on all subbands with user priorities being same for all WMMSE executions on

different subbands.
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For proportionally fair scheduling [34], at the beginning of time slot t, user n’s current

priority α
(t)
n is updated as:

α(t)
n =

1

C̄
(t−1)
n

,(5.11)

where C̄
(t−1)
n = βC

(t−1)
n + (1 − β)C̄

(t−2)
n is user n’s weighted average spectral efficiency

computed at the end of time slot t − 1 with β ∈ (0, 1] being a parameter to control the

impact of history. By setting user priorities according to (5.11), maximizing the network

objective in (P1) will maximize the sum of log average spectral efficiency [8], i.e.,

∑
n∈N

log C̄(t)
n ,(5.12)

which will make user n’s long-term average spectral efficiency proportional to its long-term

channel quality.

5.4. A Deep Reinforcement Learning Framework for Traffic-Driven Resource

Management

5.4.1. Channel Measurements and Neighborhood Set

In this chapter, we use a popular (suboptimal) algorithm called WMMSE [3] for bench-

marking purposes. Similar to other conventional optimization techniques used for power

control, WMMSE requires full-cross link CSI. However, this assumption is not practical for

a non-stationary wireless environment that has varying channel gains due to its fast and

small scaling fading components. In Chapter 2, we considered some important practicality

constraints on the channel measurements. As described in [9, Fig. 1], we have assumed

that a receiver can only measure its direct channel gain, total received interference power
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level, and individual interference power levels received from nearby links whose associated

base station was causing an interference above a certain threshold during previous time

slot. Even though these assumptions on channel measurements were quite effective to

address practicality and feasibility concerns on conventional optimization algorithms that

use full CSI, in this chapter we remove the latter assumption to improve the practicality

even further. For convenience, we denote the aggregated interference, i.e., total received

interference power level, at user n’s receiver on subband m in time slot t− 1 as

ζ(t−1)n,m =
∑

j∈N ,j 6=n

|h(t−1)bj→n,m|
2p

(t−1)
j,m + σ2.(5.13)

In addition to (5.13), we also assume that receiver n can also measure the aggregated

interference at the end of time slot t− 1 with the updated channel gains but with power

allocation during t− 1, i.e.,

ζ̄(t)n,m =
∑

j∈N ,j 6=n

|h(t)bj→n,m|
2p

(t−1)
j,m + σ2.(5.14)

As explained before, we removed the assumption on measuring individual interference

power levels, so we have also modified the way each link n forms a neighborhood set which

was based on individual interference level passing a certain threshold in previous chapters.

In this chapter, each link n has assigned to a neighborhood set based on the small scaling

component which is assumed to be the steady state of the channel and measurable over

multiple time slots. The neighborhood set of link n is the set of c receivers with largest

βbn→i and it is denoted as On. Note that the neighborhood set of each link is updated as
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Figure 5.1. The information exchange scheme on subband m which is re-
quired to build the local state of link n at the beginning of time slot t.

network topology changes. In case of mobile users, this set can also be updated regularly

with a certain period.

We illustrate the information exchange to build the local state of link n at the be-

ginning of time slot t in Fig. 5.1. The local state of link n will be formed by the base

station which makes the resource allocation decisions for link n. Therefore, user n and

link’s interfered neighbors in On inform base station bn with their priorities and recent

channel measurements.

User n passes six important environment features to the base station. The first two

features are user n’s priority for time slot t and its achieved spectral efficiency on subband

m during time slot t− 1, i.e., α
(t)
n and C

(t−1)
n,m , respectively. Next two features are last two

measurements of the direct downlink channel gain between base station bn and receiver n

on subband m, i.e., g
(t)
bn→n,m and g

(t−1)
bn→n,m. These are followed by the aggregated interference

measurements on subband m with power allocation from time slot t−1 and channel gains
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from time slots t − 1 and t, i.e., ζ
(t−1)
n,m and ζ̄

(t)
n,m, respectively. Since channel variations

are modeled as a first-order complex Gauss-Markov process, user n only passes last two

direct channel and aggregated interference measurements.

In addition, base station bn gathers five environment features from each interfered

neighbor i ∈ On. Similar to local information exchange, the first two features are interfered

neighbor i’s priority for time slot t and its achieved spectral efficiency on subbandm during

time slot t− 1, i.e., α
(t)
n and C

(t−1)
n,m , respectively. Base station bn also uses the small scale

fading component of the interfering channel to receiver i, i.e., βbn→i, in order to identify

and prioritize neighbors according to the significance of the potential interference level

they may receive from base station bn’s transmission. Finally, neighbor i passes its direct

downlink channel gain from base station bi and aggregated interference level at receiver

i on subband m at the beginning of time slot t− 1. Due to the backhaul network delay,

most-recent measurements of those metrics could not be passed to base station bn before

the power allocation decision on time slot t.

5.4.2. Decentralized Multi-Agent Execution Scheme

As depicted in Fig. 5.2, we employ a decentralized execution scheme where each link acts

as an individual agent, and deep reinforcement learning scheme of each link’s learning

agent is handled by its associated base station. Compared to the centralized execution

scheme, there are three main advantages of distributively executing reinforcement learning

based resource management scheme. Firstly, for the decentralized execution scheme, the

state and action sets only scale with the number of subbands. Due to relative scarcity of

available spectrum, we do not anticipate this to be a problem. However, for a centralized
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Figure 5.2. Diagram of the proposed decentralized execution scheme from
link n’s perspective.

approach, the state and action space complexity would also scale with the number of links

in addition to the number of subbands. Secondly, decentralized execution allows a policy

trained for a much smaller network to be adapted on a larger scale network since state

and action space remains unchanged as new links added to the network. As shown in as

shown in [32,67], a pre-trained policy for a smaller network deployment can be moved to

a larger network deployment without any additional training and this will cause minimal

performance regression. Lastly, decentralized execution scheme is more practical, because

it just requires limited information exchange between nearby base stations and it does

not depend on gathering information from all base stations at a centralized agent.

As described in Fig. 5.2, we define the local state of reinforcement learning agent

n as s
(t)
n . Note that reinforcement learning agent n is associated with link n and it
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Figure 5.3. The overall local state set design and the architecture of the
5-layered deep Q-network used in this work. The notations n, ω and b
indicate deep Q-network neurons, weights, and biases, respectively. The set
of deep Q-network parameters is denoted as ψ.

determines link n’s resource allocation for time slot t across all available subbands, i.e.,[
p
(t)
n,1, . . . , p

(t)
n,M

]ᵀ
.

We next describe the overall local state set design and the architecture of the deep

Q-network in Fig. 5.3. Number of neurons at the input layer N0 is equal to the number

of environment features used in the local state design. Similarly, the size of output layer

N4 equals to the number of possible actions agent n can take. Since the policy gives the

joint resource allocation across all available subbands, the number of possible actions will

become M -th power of the quantization levels used in the quantization of the transmit

power level. Then, at the output layer, the action which gives the maximum Q-function

value is selected and translated into actual transmit power levels using the mapping that

will be described in Section 5.4.4.

As described in 5.3, the local state of agent n is composed of environment features

that are relevant in determining agent n’s action which can be listed as follows:

(1) priority of user n, i.e., α
(t)
n ,
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(2) most-recent channel measurements of user n that is gathered according to the

information exchange between base station bn and user n described in Fig. 5.1,

(3) priorities and delayed channel measurements of all interfered neighbors, i.e.,

α
(t)
i , ∀i ∈ On.

We further explain the details of the state set design in Section 5.4.3.

After building the local state s
(t)
n , base station bn executes a deep Q-network with

globally shared parameters ψagent to determine agent n’s action a
(t)
n . Base station bn also

runs the same deep Q-network scheme for other links that share the power resources of the

same base station with link n, i.e., links j ∈ Nbn such that j 6= n. Then, base station bn

enforces the power constraint Pmax on each subband by analyzing the actions of all of its

agents. Initially, in case multiple agents asking for more power than allowed, we intuitively

considered normalizing the power level to Pmax and penalizing these agents with respect

to the amount of power constraint violation. Even though, our preliminary results showed

that this method works fine for sum-rate maximization problem, i.e., all priorities are set

to one, the intuitive approach caused problems when we aim for minimizing average packet

delay. For example, as two agents with long queues ask for full power on a given subband,

operating these two on the same subband simultaneously would cause an SINR level

that is less than 0 dB, and consequently, longer queues for upcoming time slots which is a

vicious cycle that is not easy to recover, and less significant the power constraint penalties

as the policy moves away from the objective. Hence, we instead propose to use an auction

mechanism to solve situations when multiple agents ask for more power than allowed on

subband m. According to this mechanism, base station bn picks the agent that asked for
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the highest power and the rest gets no power on subband m. In case of a tie, the agent

with longest queue gets the resources on subband m.

5.4.3. State Set Design

In this section, we will discuss the environment features used in the local state of agent n in

time slot t which is denoted as s
(t)
n . Since we assume to have only aggregated interference

measurements instead of individual interfering channel gains, we deeply modify the older

local set design in Chapter 2. The state set design relies on some intuitive judgments

and we validate its effectiveness by comparing it to the older design using the preliminary

simulations executed in Section 5.5.

We now describe the environment features used in s
(t)
n . We divide these environment

features into three groups as:

5.4.3.1. User n’s Priority: The first feature group is intuitively the priority of user n

that needs to be adjusted depending on the wireless network objective.

For traffic-aware scheduling, user n’s priority consists of two entries. First entry is

reserved to total number of packets in link n’s queue that are awaiting service at the

beginning of time slot t which can be denoted as N
(t)
p,n. In addition to the total accumulated

load at host (base station bn), agent n also requires an estimation of arrival rate using

recent packet arrivals as the second entry of its priority. Let λ̄
(t)
n be the rate estimate of

link n for time slot t. Agent n uses a slot-base approach which can be expressed as

λ̄(t)n =

∑Tr

τ=1 γ
τ
rA

(t−τ)
n∑Tr

τ=1 γ
τ
r

,(5.15)
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where Tr is the length of history and γr ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor for rate estimation.

Although the estimation (5.15) may not be quite accurate due to large standard deviation

of Poisson packet arrival process, we intuitively expect this situation to better realize the

case of bursty arrivals, consequently causing policy to act promptly.

Besides the traffic-aware scheduling, the user priorities can also be used to achieve the

described objectives in Section 5.3.1. For sum-rate maximization objective, the priority

is just empty and has no entry. On the other hand, for proportionally fair scheduling, we

reserve a single entry for user n’s priority. At the beginning of time slot t, this entry is

set to user n’s current priority α
(t)
n

For convenience, we denote the number of deep Q-learning input ports reserved for

user n’s priority as |α| which is equal to 0 for sum-rate maximization, 1 for proportionally

fair scheduling, and 2 for traffic-aware scheduling. Thus, depending on the objective, we

reserve |α| input ports at deep Q-network’s input layer for s
(t)
n ’s user n’s priority feature

group.

5.4.3.2. User n’s Local Channel Measurements: This feature group gives agent n

crucial information about link n’s channel quality and received interference level. This

feature group can be divided into M feature subgroups corresponding to M subbands.

For subband m, the first element of feature subgroup m is the spectral efficiency of link n

on subband m during the previous time slot, i.e., C
(t−1)
n,m . For the second element, we use

total power allocated to user n during the previous time slot on subband m, i.e., p
(t−1)
n,m .

Next, we reserve next two elements to last two measurements of the direct channel gain

between base station bn and user n, i.e., g
(t)
bn→n,m and g

(t−1)
bn→n,m. Finally, as last two elements

of feature subgroup m, we put last two aggregated interference measurements ζ̄
(t)
n,m and
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ζ
(t−1)
n,m . Therefore, we reserve a total of six input ports for each feature subgroups, making

a total of 6M input ports reserved for user n’s local channel measurements.

5.4.3.3. Neighbor Priorities and Channel Measurements: Similar to previous sub-

section, we can divide this feature group into few feature subgroups. This time a feature

subgroup represents agent n’s interfered neighbor i ∈ On. For neighbor i’s feature sub-

group, the first element is the large-scale fading component βbn→i which is used as the

criteria to determine the indices of the neighborhood set On. The purpose of this first el-

ement is to identify and prioritize interfered neighbors based on the potential significance

of the interference they receive caused by agent n’s decisions. Next, we feed neighbor i’s

priority, i.e., α
(t)
i , which is follows the same rationale described in Section 5.4.3. Hence,

for proportional fairness we reserve one input port per neighbor for neighbor priorities,

and for traffic-aware scheduling we require two input ports for the same purpose.

Next, we include channel measurements for each neighbor i on each subband m. For

neighbor i on subband m, we allocate three elements that are related to the channel

condition: the spectral efficiency of link i during on subband m during the previous time

slot, i.e., C
(t−1)
i,m , the direct channel gain between base station bi and user i on subband m

in time slot t − 1, i.e., g
(t−1)
bi→i,m, and most-recent aggregated interference measurement of

user i that is available at base station bn, i.e., ζ
(t−1)
i,m .

Following the design explained above, we have a total of (|α| + 3M)c input ports

reserved for neighbor priorities and channel measurements.
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5.4.4. Action Set

Deep Q-learning based resource management scheme requires a translation mechanism

that turns discrete actions into actual power levels. Since the policy parameters are the

same for all agents, agents also share the same action space design.

There have been multiple approaches to design this translation mechanism. [24] trans-

lates deep Q-learning’s action output into discrete steps on the previous transmit power

level. In Chapter 2, action space is composed of discrete power levels between 0 and Pmax.

Therefore, the quantizer design and the number of levels, i.e., number of possible actions,

have an impact on the performance. For example, [31] states that quantizing actions

space with a logarithmic step size instead of linear step size improves the performance.

Therefore, we follow a similar approach to [31].

Agent n executes deep Q-network to get link n’s power allocation over all available

subbands, i.e.,
[
p
(t)
n,1, . . . , p

(t)
n,M

]ᵀ
. We define the allowed actions on subband m ∈M as

Am =

{
0, Pmin, Pmin

(
Pmax

Pmin

) 1
|Am|−2

, . . . , Pmax

}
,(5.16)

where Pmin is the minimum positive transmit power level and |Am| is the number of quan-

tization levels for the transmit power level. We assume that transmit power quantization

Am is the same for all available subbands. Next, the action space of agent n becomes the

following Cartesian product:

A = A1 × · · · × AM .(5.17)

5.4.5. Reward Function Design
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We enable collaboration by including signal from neighbors to agent’s reward, so we define

the reward function as the local objective as

r
(t+1)
local objective,n = π(t)

n +
∑
i∈On

π
(t)
i ,(5.18)

where π
(t)
n is agent n’s direct contribution to the network objective. The traffic-driven

approach wants to minimize the average packet delay, so the objective is to minimize

long-term queue lengths. Therefore, agent n’s direct contribution to the network objective

can be expressed as the negative of link n’s queue length at the end of time slot t − 1

before the new arrivals:

π(t)
n = −max

(
N (t)
n − C(t)

n WT, 0
)
.(5.19)

Therefore, the reward of agent n at time slot t + 1 becomes the negative amount of bits

in its own queue plus the negative amount of bits its neighbors’ queues at the end of time

slot t. If the discount factor parameter γ is set to zero, this reward function would result

with a policy that pushes as many bits as possible for a given time slot and maximizes

throughput. As we set discount factor parameter γ to a value that is close to 1, the

reward function will intuitively lead to a policy that tries to minimize the amount of bits

accumulated in the queues in long-term. Therefore, with the use of discounted reward,

policy can lead to a traffic-aware resource allocation scheme that ensures queue stability

and low packet delays.

One of the key advantages of the reinforcement learning compared to conventional

optimization techniques is that the reinforcement learning is more adaptable to different
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network objectives by simply adapting the reward function accordingly. Apart from the

traffic-driven approach, if the goal of the policy is to adapt the scheduling solutions in

Section 5.3.1 that take weighted sum-rate maximization problem as their objective, π
(t)
n

is set to α
(t)
n C

(t)
n with user priorities α

(t)
n follow the desired fairness scheme, e.g., sum-rate

maximization or proportionally fair scheduling.

Additionally, we have also tried to use global objective as an alternative, i.e.,

r
(t+1)
global objective,n =

∑
j∈N

π
(t)
j ,(5.20)

but this alternative resulted with significant performance regression in the preliminary

simulations which is probably caused by the noise from too far links that are not in

agent’s neighbor set and are not represented in agent’s local state.

Finally, we also would like to describe what might be a better but impractical reward

function alternative This is the reward function approach based on externalities which was

first introduced in Chapter 2 where the reward of agent n consists of its own contribution

to the network objective and penalties that reflects its externality to its neighbors. Hence,

the externality based reward of agent n at time slot t + 1 caused by its action taken in

time slot t can be expressed as

r
(t+1)
externalities,n = π(t)

n −
∑
i∈On

π
(t)
n→i,(5.21)

where π
(t)
n→i is the externality caused to interfered neighbor i by the interference from

base station bn due to the power allocated to link n, i.e.,
[
p
(t)
n,1, . . . , p

(t)
n,M

]ᵀ
. Although

the reward approach described in (5.21) is shown to be quite effective in Chapter 2,
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the externality computation would require individual interfering channel gains from base

station bn to neighbor i, i.e., g
(t)
bn→i, ∀i ∈ On. As we described in Section 5.4.1, we

have tightened the practicality constraints on channel measurements and measuring these

individual interfering channel gains on a time slot scale is assumed to be impractical, so

computation of the externality terms is not feasible with the new assumptions.

It is important to note that the local objective approach causes performance regression

compared to the externality based reward function approach, because π
(t)
i is neighbor’s

overall contribution that is effected by all interference, whereas externality signal π
(t)
n→i

clearly reflects the direct impact of agent’s interference on π
(t)
i . Fortunately, in Section 5.5,

our preliminary simulations on sum-rate maximization problem show that r
(t+1)
local objective,n

still gives close sum-rate performance to r
(t+1)
externalities,n.

5.4.6. Decentralized Execution and Episodic Training Scheme with Varying

Traffic Load

In this chapter, we improve the earlier proposed centralized training scheme in Chapter

2 to handle varying traffic loads. In our preliminary simulations, we have seen that

it is possible to train a single policy to handle various traffic load conditions in the

execution stage without further adjustment on the policy once the policy has been trained.

Throughout the episodic training, the deep Q-network parameters ψagent are carried over

from one episode to another episode, and we achieve comparable performance on various

average traffic load conditions by systematically increasing the average traffic load during

training.
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Algorithm 1 Decentralized execution.

1: Parameters: ε-greedy algorithm’s ε.
2: Inputs: Deep Q-network parameters at agents ψagent.
3: Decentralized execution (ψagent) for time slot t:
4: for agent n = 1, 2, . . . , N do
5: Agent n observes its local environment and uses information from its neighbors to

form its current local state s
(t)
n .

6: Agent gets Q-function estimates q
(
s
(t)
n , a;ψagent

)
,∀a ∈ A, using deep Q-network

with parameters ψagent.

7: Agent sets its current action to a
(t)
n = arg maxaq

(
s
(t)
n , a;ψagent

)
.

8: If index n is divisible by t mod N , apply ε-greedy strategy for exploration during

training and agent replaces a
(t)
n with a random action with a probability of ε.

9: Agent computes its power allocation during time slot t, i.e.,
[
p
(t)
n,1, . . . , p

(t)
n,M

]ᵀ
, by

translating action a
(t)
n according to (5.17).

10: end for

Output: p
(t)
m , ∀m ∈M, and state-action pairs

(
s
(t)
n , a

(t)
n

)
∀n ∈ N .

Algorithm 2 Centralized training.

1: Parameters: Learning rate λlr.
2: Inputs:
3: Deep Q-network parameters ψ, ψbroadcast, ψagent.
4: Global memory Dg and experience-replay memory of the current episode D.
5: Centralized training (ψ, ψbroadcast, ψagent,Dg,D):
6: Randomly sample a mini-batch B from the experiences in Dg and D.
7: Update the parameters ψ using a gradient descent step to minimize (2.16) with learn-

ing rate equal to λlr.
8: If it has been Tu since last policy broadcast, update ψbroadcast by ψ and initiate a

broadcast process which will take Td time slots. At the end of the broadcast process,
ψagent will be set to ψbroadcast.

Output: Updated deep Q-network parameters ψ, ψbroadcast, ψagent.

The proposed episodic training scheme is composed of multiple consecutive episodes

with each episode starts with initializing a wireless network from scratch by randomly

re-deploying users and resetting the queues. At the beginning of each episode, we also

set average arrival rate (traffic load) to λavg. λavg tracks average rate the policy is set
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to be trained for the current episode in order to ensure its adaptation on varying traffic

loads. The initial value of λavg is set to λ0 at the beginning of the episodic training. As

we will explain in more detail along this section, at the end of each consecutive episode,

we check for the convergence of policy’s average packet delay performance and increment

λavg by a rate increment parameter λinc. Episodic training has additional parameters such

as Tmax and Efail which control the maximum time slots per episode and the maximum

consecutive episode failures, respectively.

Inside each episode, training is structured as a series of interactions between two algo-

rithms namely “Decentralized exection” and “Centralized Training” which are described

in Algorithms 1 and 2. These interactions occur on a time scale of 1 time slot, i.e., T . De-

centralized execution algorithm has a parameter called ε which controls the frequency of

exploration in ε-greedy strategy. As also described in Algorithm 1, each agent takes turns

to replace policy’s indicated action by a random action with a probability of ε. Note that

as the policy training is over, we set ε to zero for testing the performance of the trained

policy. On the other hand, episodic training’s second algorithm, called the centralized

training algorithm, has a parameter called learning rate λlr that controls how large the

gradient descent steps will be. Moreover, this learning rate parameter can be decayed

slowly after each training iteration for better policy stability and convergence [58].

At the beginning of episodic training, we initialize deep Q-network parameters ψ

randomly, and the other deep Q-network parameters ψbroadcast, ψagent with ψ. These

sets of parameters are used as inputs to centralized training algorithm and trained by

that algorithm as training evolves. Furthermore, we also initialize two sets of memories

global memory Dg and experience-replay memory D. The experience-replay memory D
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is cleared at the beginning of each episode and it stores most-recent experiences of agents

that are gathered with current average arrival rate λavg. At the end of each episode, we

append D to the global memory Dg, so it includes experiences from prior experiences, and

consequently prior arrival rates. Since we want to train a single policy that can handle

different arrival rates, the centralized algorithm randomly samples a mini-batch with half

of the experiences coming from each memories. Hence, as training evolves and the arrival

rate increases over episodes, the policy has still some influence from the past episodes,

and this keeps performance for lower arrival rates more stable and avoids drastic policy

steps that may cause performance regression for lower arrival rates.

Within an episode, at the beginning of time slot t, the episodic training first runs

decentralized execution with the current version of policy parameters, i.e., ψagent. The

decentralized execution returns policy’s resource allocation decision to be used during time

slot t, i.e., p
(t)
m , ∀m ∈ M, and state-action pairs

(
s
(t)
n , a

(t)
n

)
∀n ∈ N . With the resource

allocation set by the decentralized execution, the episodic training scheme waits until the

end of time slot t. Next, it observe the new queue states and determine reward r
(t+1)
n ,∀n ∈

N . For each agent n, it later forms experiences in the form of
(
s
(t)
n , a

(t)
n , r

(t+1)
n , s

(t+1)
n

)
and

add these newly formed experiences to the experience-replay memory D. Finally, the

policy parameters are updated according to the centralized training algorithm with its

inputs set to current version of policy parameters and memories.

If the queues remain stable through the episode, the execution and training interaction

that we described above is repeated for Tmax time slots. After Tmax time slots before mov-

ing to the next episode, the resulting ψ is stored to be returned later as episodic training’s

final result. In addition, at the end of each time slot we also check for the stability of
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the queues, and if the queues become unstable, i.e., if one of the links has a queue with

number of waiting packets above a certain threshold, the episode is labeled as unsuccessful

and terminated. The episodic training process ends after Efail consecutive unsuccessful

episodes and most-recent deep Q-network parameters ψ from the last successful episode

becomes the final outcome of training.

5.5. Simulation Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed traffic-driven resource

allocation scheme through several numerical results.

5.5.1. Simulation Setup

We consider N users that are randomly deployed on K homogeneous cells of 500 meters

radius with each cell having a stationary base station located at its center. We vary the

number of links and base stations in order to examine the scalability of the proposed

resource management approach. In our simulations, we use channel parameters that are

in compliance with the LTE standard. The distance dependent base station to user path-

loss is simulated by 128.1+37.6 log10(d) (in dB), where d is base station-to-user distance in

km. Additionally, we set the log-normal shadowing standard deviation to 8 dB. Given the

spectrum scarcity in wireless cellular networks, it is typical to have much fewer available

subbands than number of users, so we vary number of subbands M just from 1 to 4 in

our simulations. The bandwidth of a subband is 10 MHz and we set Pmax and σ2 to

23 dBm and −114 dBm, respectively. Due to the typical limitations of finite-precision

signal processing, we cap the spectral efficiency calculation at 30 dB received SINR. The
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duration of time slot T is set to 20 ms. Unless the user locations are unchanging for a

simulation scenario, we set the maximum Doppler frequency to 10 Hz for all receivers.

We perform three main categories of simulations: sum-rate maximization, propor-

tionally fair scheduling, and traffic simulations where queues are enabled as described

in Section 5.2. In the first two categories of simulations, we assume full-buffer traffic,

since the network objective is the sum-rate and the sum of log average spectral efficiency,

respectively. These categories are used for the proof-of-concept of the multi-agent rein-

forcement learning for resource management framework and showing the effect of recent

modifications in the state set and reward function designs. Beside these categories, we

carry through the traffic simulations with the purpose of proof-of-concept for the traffic-

driven resource management with channel measurements and user priorities depending

on their queue conditions.

In the traffic simulations, we set the packet length to 0.5 Mbits and vary average arrival

rate (traffic load) per link from 1 to 70 packets per second. Packet arrivals follow a Poisson

process with λ being the arrival rate in packets per second, specifically, Pr
(
A

(t)
n = k

)
∼

(λT )k

k!
e−λT . For each link, at the beginning of time slot t, if new packets arrived, we

append these newly arrived packets at the end of links’ queue. ‘Packet’ objects consist of

an arrival timestamp and a parameter that denotes the number of remaining bits to be

served. In addition to these, we also store two additional timestamps to record packet’s

wait time that is set after packet’s first bit starts to be transmitted from the base station

and total service time that is set after packet’s last bit is transmitted.

After loading the traffic, we determine the priority of each link based on the power

allocation scheme, e.g., average spectral efficiency for proportionally fair scheduling [8,34]
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or queue lengths for a traffic-aware scheme as proposed in this chapter. Next, we run the

specified power allocation scheme using user priorities and determine each link’s allocated

spectral efficiency for time slot t. At the end of the time slot, using the allocated spectral

efficiency, the bandwidth, and the duration of a single time slot; we determine the total

number of bits that can be transmitted within the time slot as explained in (5.8), and

process the packets using FIFO rule.

5.5.2. Sum Rate Maximization and Proportionally Fair Scheduling

Before the simulation results for the traffic-driven approach, we first start with sum-rate

maximization and proportionally fair scheduling. The user priorities for these objectives

are described in Section 5.3. Since user priorities are not traffic-driven and we assume

full-buffer traffic for these scenarios, we just execute training on a single episode similar

to Chapter 2. We run policy training for 5 different training seeds and show the conver-

gence of policy training (averaged over seeds within the plots) in Fig. 5.4. As we have

pointed out before, in this chapter, we removed the individual interfering channel gain

measurement assumption. Hence, compared to the work in Chapter 2, we replaced these

interfering channel gain measurements with aggregated interference power measurements.

Besides, these interfering channel gain measurements are also required for externality com-

putation described in (5.21), so we replaced the reward function that uses externalities in

(5.21) with the local objective approach in (5.18). As shown in Fig. 5.4, the change in

the state set design causes smaller regression compared to the modification in the reward

function. However, the performance regression in the network objective is still negligible,
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Figure 5.4. Training convergence on the N = 20 links, K = 10 cells, M = 1
subband scenario with different state set and reward function approaches.

so we conclude this subsection by noting that the modifications in the state set and the

reward function designs do not cause significant performance degradation.

5.5.3. Performance of the Proposed Traffic-Driven Resource Management Scheme

In this subsection, we compare the performance of the traffic-driven approach with two

benchmarks: proportionally fair scheduling (pfs) and pfs with traffic information. The

first benchmark uses WMMSE algorithm that maximizes a weighted sum-rate objective.

The user weights, i.e., priorities, follows (5.11) to achieve proportional fairness. Also, it is

important to keep in mind that, WMMSE algorithm is centralized, requires full CSI, and

assumes no backhaul delay while receiving CSI information or sending resource manage-

ment decisions back to base stations. Therefore, WMMSE algorithm does not follow the

practicality constraints introduced in Section 5.4.1, whereas the proposed traffic-driven

resource management is able to operate with those constraints. The second benchmark

also follows the WMMSE algorithm, but enhances the user priority assignment described
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in (5.11) by also setting user priority to zero if user’s queue is empty at the beginning of

time slot. Although this enhancement is not an elegant solution, it is quite an effective

way to avoid utilization to the links that have no packet to send during the time-slot and

reserve more resources to the links that have traffic. We observe that for lower traffic

loads, this enhancement significantly improves the average packet latency performance

compared to the first benchmark, but as the traffic load increases the second benchmark

essentially becomes identical to regular pfs, because it gets more likely to have majority

of links with unempty queues as traffic load increases. Similarly, for the traffic-driven

resource management, an agent does not execute the policy to determine an action when

its corresponding link has an empty queue, and the agent simply set transmitter power

to zero. This is because, intuitively, the optimal action is zero-power for an empty queue

case, i.e., zero-priority case, so there is no need to explore for the zero-priority case.

For training, we set Tmax and Emax to 2500 time slots and 10 episodes, respectively.

The discount factor is set to 0.8. In this subsection, each testing execution runs for 5000

time slots and we label an execution as unstable, if the number of packets waiting for a

queue is above 100 packets.

We start the simulations in this subsection by comparing the average packet delay

performance achieved by the proposed traffic-driven resource management scheme (which

is indicated as ‘policy’ in Fig. 5.5) as training proceeds from episode to episode. In

Fig. 5.5a, we assume a single subband and a single user per base station scenario. We

start to train the policy on a (N = 5 users, K = 5 cells) cell scenario, and after some

certain episodes we test the current version of the policy parameters on an independent

and larger (N = 20 users, K = 20 cells) scenario. For this first experiment, pfs and
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pfs with traffic information becomes unstable after an average traffic load per link value

of 15 and 25 packets/second. We start to test the policy at the beginning of episodic

training, i.e., episode 0, which employs the most simple approach where each agent just

picks a random transmit power when it has a non-empty queue, and a zero-transmit

power level when its queue is empty. At episode 0, the policy becomes unstable after

20 packets/second. Considering packet size being 500 Kbits and total bandwidth being,

this level is attainable by maintaining an average spectral efficiency of 1 bit/second/Hz.

It is important to note that pfs can not maintain even this level of average spectral

efficiency for all links and become unstable much sooner than 20 packets/second for this

experiment because of at least one link with a significantly worse channel conditions than

its neighboring links. Next, after multiple episodes, we observe that the delay performance

of the policy is consistently improved through the training. The resulting policy after 50

episodes becomes unstable after 40 packets/second which shows that the traffic-driven

approach can carry almost the double traffic of what policy with traffic information can

handle for this scenario. Furthermore, we also carry out another similar experiment for a

multiple links per cell scenario to show that the auction scheme shown in Fig. 5.2 works

as expected. In Fig. 5.5b, the proposed policy can carry more than 10 packets/second on

average than the pfs with traffic information before becoming unstable.

We further show the average delay performance of a pre-trained policy on various

total number of subbands configurations in Fig. 5.6. The policy can carry the double the

amount of policy with traffic information for all subband configurations.
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Figure 5.5. Testing the policy along the episodic training. The number of
subbands M = 1.
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After the proof-of-concept experiments that we have shown above, we extend the

simulations over multiple testing seeds. In Fig. 5.7, we draw the confidence regions rep-

resenting average packet delays for the three resource allocation schemes for the (N =
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Figure 5.7. Testing a pre-trained policy on 10 different testing seeds. N =
20 links, K = 10 cells, M = 2 subbands.

20 users, K = 10 cells,M = 2 subbands) scenario. These regions show that a pre-trained

policy is able to outperform pfs with traffic information scenario by some margin. Fur-

thermore, we also examine the empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (eCDF) of all

packet delays and the average delay that user observes (user delay) in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9,

respectively. Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 clearly depict the significant packet delay difference be-

tween pfs with and without traffic information. Additionally, we see that average packet

delay and average user delay is signifanctly better for the traffic-driven approach. Below

25 packets/second load, the proposed policy ensures that about 95% of packets and users

experience a delay that is less than 5 time slots and 0.1 seconds, respectively, whereas

95-th percentile values for the pfs with traffic information are about 10 time slots and 0.2

seconds.

As we increase the average traffic load, this performance gap between the proposed

policy and pfs with traffic information becomes even higher. For example, for the 30
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Figure 5.8. Empirical CDF (up to 50 time slots) of all packet delays for
testing on N = 20 links, K = 10 cells, M = 2 subbands.

packets/second load, the proposed policy ensures that almost all packets are transmitted

within 15 time slots. On the other hand, almost 10% of the packets have a delay value that

is higher than 50 time slots which essentially means that those packets will be dropped.

This situation is caused by the constant accumulation of packets and instability of the pfs

after a certain average traffic load that is significantly less than what the proposed policy

can handle without having unstable queues. After 50 packets/second, the proposed policy

also observes instability and fails to pass almost 10% of the packets. Meanwhile, for both

pfs scenarios the ratio of the dropped packets becomes almost 30% for 50 oackets/second.
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Figure 5.9. Empirical CDF (up to 1 second) of average delay that user
observes for testing on N = 20 links, K = 10 cells, M = 2 subbands.

Note that as traffic load increases and queues tend to remain unempty, pfs with traffic

information actually becomes indifferent to the regular pfs scenario.

5.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have developed a traffic-driven resource management scheme that

effectively stabilizes queue lengths and minimizes average packet delay. We compared

the proposed traffic-driven approach with WMMSE algorithm that maximizes a weighted

sum-rate objective with weights are particularized to achieve proportionally fair sched-

uling. In our comparisons, we have slightly enhanced proportional fairness by setting
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weights to zero if link’s queue is empty to avoid unnecessary utilization of the channel

in case of no traffic. Besides this modification, proportional fairness does not use any

traffic information. The main goal of the comparison between proportional fairness and

the proposed traffic-driven approach was to observe how much additional traffic can be

passed through the network without causing any instability with integrating queue length

information to the resource management decisions. In certain scenarios, the traffic-driven

approach can pass twice amount of traffic load what proportional fairness can manage

without suffering from queue instability.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion and Future work

We have developed novel deep reinforcement learning schemes on various wireless net-

work resource management problems that involves power control and spectrum allocation.

Until Chapter 5, we assumed full-buffer and all transmitters had something to trans-

mit at the beginning of each time slot. In Chapter 5, we have developed a reinforcement

learning based solution for the dynamic resource management problem in a cellular wire-

less network over time-varying multi-channel and traffic conditions. The fundamental

resource management problem aims to stabilize all queue lengths and maximize users’

long-term quality of service. As described in Chapter 5, this problem resembles a Markov

decision process where the goal is to maximize a long-term utility function. This kind

of Markov decision process problems are effectively solvable by reinforcement learning

approaches. We think that reinforcement learning based solutions are essential for future

generation wireless networks. Our study shows that a control policy parameterized as a

neural network which is trained by a deep reinforcement learning algorithm is able to ef-

fectively turn channel and traffic conditions into resource allocation decisions. As of now,

the decision parameters are related to subband selection and power control. However,

we believe that with the same approach to the fundamental problem, the results can be

extended to deciding on other wireless network resource management control parameters

such as user association and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) beamforming.
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For first four chapters, when the instantaneous global CSI is available, the sum-rate

maximization problem becomes deterministic, and its solution depends only on the current

channel gains. Although we have limited delayed local information and varying weights in

the proportional fairness scheme, the underlying Markov decision process is still limited

and not well-explained. This causes a lack of motivation to apply reinforcement learn-

ing in the full-buffer traffic setup. Introducing a traffic model in Chapter 5, and as a

result queues, makes the underlying Markov decision process more clear and much easier

to explain along with the fundamental radio resource management problem. The deep

reinforcement learning makes better sense of the discount factor to maximize a long-term

objective. In a system model that involves both time-varying channel and queue lengths,

we have exploited the full potential of deep reinforcement learning.

The current repositories for Chapters 3 and 4 are well-documented, seeded, and pub-

lished for easy reproducibility [64,65].

In addition to the proposed future work above, we have some side future-work prob-

lems in mind. First, we are looking into better and easily tunable training and exploration

schemes to better adapt to the environment non-stationarity of the multi-agent setting.

The multi-agent learning scheme violates the stationary environment assumption of com-

mon reinforcement learning algorithms. This causes instability which is often handled

by fine-tuning of exploration and learning hyper-parameters and assumptions like using

global policy parameters across all agents. We will investigate this problem and try to

improve our multi-agent framework. Secondly, even though we significantly simplified

the state set design in Chapter 5 by considering aggregated interference levels instead of

direct interfering channel gains, it is still rather intuitive than systematic. We think that
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this can be done in a systematic manner as well by analyzing the hidden-layer weights

of a trained policy. Suppose we assume that the global CSI is available at each learning

agent, we can train a policy that takes the full CSI as its input. Later, we can analyze the

trained policy and look deep into the trained network weights at the hidden-layers. To

pick the features to be used in the state set design, we can analyze which state inputs are

associated with higher network weights and analyze which environment features impact

the decision strategy most strongly.
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